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BARBADOS COVERS FRANKED  
WITH PERKINS BACON ADHESIVES

The original idea of recording as many covers as came on to the market must go to Michael 
Hamilton; his listing of philatelic events and covers posted at the time is a goldmine!  
The next plaudit must go to Fitz Roett; from his lair in deepest Alberta, he has over the years 
amassed a fine collection of items from the island of Barbados. In 2013, he collaborated with 
that fine philatelist, the late Charles Freeland FRPSL and Peter Longmuir to produce a book 
entitled ‘BARBADOS –The Britannia Issues’.

The list that follows emanates mainly from these two sources. Other collectors have contributed 
as well and I list their names in alphabetical order: Graham Booth FRPSL, Jonathan Guy, 
Joseph Hackmey RDP FRPSL, Christopher Harman RDP Hon FRPSL, Stefan Heijtz FRPSL, 
Michael Medlicott FRPSL, Keith Moh, Mike Rego, David Richards, Simon Richards FRPSL, 
Ray Stanton, Richard Stupples and Takashi Yoshida FRPSL; all of these collectors have fine 
collections of Barbados covers.

Acknowledgement must also go to dealers and auction houses who have generously supplied 
me with high resolution scans of covers in their keep. These have been noted beneath the 
illustrations.

As with all these lists, it is a work in progress and we do not expect that we have listed all 
covers; others will no doubt exist and we would hope that collectors seeing this list will add to 
it with items we have failed to record.
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Barbados is divided into 11 parishes. The numbers appearing in the cancellation devices refer to the 
parishes:–
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Clearly, the numerals were intended solely to ‘obliterate’ the adhesive to deter re-use of the stamps, 
while the other canceller was meant to record the date. Indeed, this practice was a resounding 
success, for there appears to be no record of any Britannia stamp being cancelled by any of the E1 or 
M1 instruments.

In May 1863, the original cancellation devices were superseded by new instruments, which Clarke et 
al. designated C2 (the so-called “bootheels”), E2 (GPO) and M2 (parishes). Once again, the practice of 
the obliterators cancelling the adhesives and the other instruments to record the date was a success. 
However, a few stamps have been recorded cancelled with the M2 devices, and one cover is known, 
used from St. Lucy.
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EARLY BARBADOS COVERS

BAR0010 
1 May 1852

Cover from St. Andrew to Bridgetown bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a 
‘9’ barred oval and showing a ‘9’ small datestamp on the flap.

BAR0020  
25 May 1852

Cover from St. Andrew to Ashbourne, UK, redirected to Maidstone, franked 
with a vertical pair of (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by an ‘9’ obliterator. An untidy 
cover with many different rates applied then deleted. {Urwick, Benwell, 
Hackmey}

BAR0030 
25 June 1852

Packet cover from St. John to Cheadle, Cheshire, England franked with a 
(1d) blue (SG3) cancelled by a ‘5’ obliterator, rated ‘1’ and showing a double 
arc arrival datestamp; there is on reverse a ‘5’ despatch cds.

BAR0040  
23 July 1852

Entire from Christchurch to Bridgetown bearing a pair of (½d) deep green 
(SG2) cancelled with a ‘2’ obliterator (not tied) and showing a ‘Too Late’ 
handstamp in italics. {Siegel (21 November 1993), Siegel (9 December 
2009)}

BAR0050  
2 November 1852

Double rate cover to Speightstown franked with two (1d) blue (SG3) 
cancelled with a ‘1’ obliterator and showing a ‘0’ cds on reverse. {Bayley, 
Davis}

BAR0060  
18 February 1853

Cover from St. Peter to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a 
‘10’ obliterator and on reverse ‘0’ and ‘1’ datestamps. {Sheppard, Hackmey, 
Jaffé, Freeland}

BAR0070  
22 October 1853

Cover from St. Andrew to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied 
by a ‘9’ obliterator and showing a ‘9’ datestamp alongside. {Shilstone, Jaffé}

BAR0080  
1854

Entire to Baltimore bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) used 
as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown also showing a 
light ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ Crowned Circle in red and a black ‘NEW YORK 
SHIP 7’, as well as Kingston, Jamaica and St. Thomas backstamps. {Siegel  
(14 April 1984)}

NOTE: Bisect usage of the 2d was authorised between 4 August and  
21 September 1854 due to a shortage of 1d stamps.

BAR0090  
1854

Wrapper to Trinidad franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) and tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in black ink and endorsed ‘per steamer’ in manuscript.

BAR0100  
1854

Entire to Trinidad franked with a bisected (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect 
(left half ) used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in black 
ink and endorsed ‘per steamer’ in manuscript. {Siegel (15 November 2016)}

BAR0110  
1854

Mourning cover to Nevis franked with a bisected (2d) greyish slate vertical 
bisect (right half) used as a 1d (SG4b) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ 
in black ink. {Harmers (June 1980), Dale Lichtenstein}

BAR0120 
14 January 1854

Cover from Christchurch to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue (SG4) tied 
with a numeral cancel ‘2’ obliterator with despatch ‘2’ and arrival cds on 
the back. {London Stamp Exchange (12 March 2004), Gärtner (27 March  
2007)}

BAR0130  
27 January 1854

Cover from Christchurch to St. Peter, bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) cancelled 
by clear ‘2’ numeral cancel, the reverse showing ‘2’, ‘1’ and ‘0’ circular 
datestamps. {Tyacke, Bayley, Freeland}
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BAR0140  
23 March 1854

Local cover to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue (SG4) tied with a numeral 
cancel ‘1’. {Brassler}

BAR0143 
31 March 1854

Local cover to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied with a numeral 
cancel ‘4’ of St George and showing numerous arithmetical calculations on 
front; despatch datestamp appears on the reverse. {London Stamp Exchange 
(12 March 2004)}

BAR0150  
2 May 1854

Cover from Christchurch to Bridgetown, franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) 
cancelled with a clear ‘2’ obliterator, the reverse with fine ‘2’ and light ‘1’ 
datestamps; small calculations on face and reverse. {Freeland}

BAR0160  
13 June 1854

Local cover from St. Peter bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘10’ obliterator, 
an arrival datestamp on reverse. {Robson Lowe (18 January 1978)}

BAR0170  
14 June 1854

Mourning cover from Christchurch to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue 
(SG3/4) tied by a ‘2’ obliterator and showing despatch and arrival datestamps 
on reverse. {Spink (13 March 2008)}

BAR0180  
1 August 1854

Mourning cover to Montserrat franked with a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect 
(left half) used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, and 
rated at ‘4’ black manuscript for the inter-Antillean rate. {Hill}

BAR0190  
4 August 1854

Entire to Trinidad bearing (2d) greyish slate bisected vertically (left half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) lightly cancelled ‘1’, rated ‘4’ with despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse.{Messenger, Hackmey, Wood, Arnhould}

BAR0191 
4 August 1854

Folded outer letter sheet to Trinidad franked with a bisected (2d) greyish 
slate vertical bisect (left half ) used as a 1d (SG4b) rated ‘4’ and showing 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and a single ring cds on reverse. 
{Nethersole}

BAR0200  
5 August 1854

Wrapper to Demerara franked with a pair of (½d) deep green (SG2) tied by ‘1’ 
cancels rated at ‘4’ in black and the reverse show a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
and an arrival datestamp. {Charlton Henry, Benwell, Hackmey}

BAR0210  
5 August 1854

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (left half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, and rated at 
‘4’ in manuscript for the inter-Antillean rate. Reverse shows a a light strike 
of ‘BARBADOES AU 5 1854’ and receiving backstamps. {Charlton Henry, 
Dale Lichtenstein, Siegel (9 December 2009), Siegel (15 November 2016), 
Freeland, Siegel (4 December 2018), Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR0220  
5 August 1854

‘PRICES CURRENT’ to St. Vincent franked with a (2d) greyish slate vertical 
bisect (left half) used as a 1d (SG4b) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated ‘4’ with a 
Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red. {Lickfold, Brassler}

BAR0230  
5 August 1854

Entire to Trinidad franked by a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (left half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) neatly tied by ‘1’ numeral cancellation and rated ‘4’ in 
manuscript and reverse showing ‘BARBADOES AUG 5’ despatch datestamp 
and ‘TRINIDAD AUG 7’ arrival. {Charlton Henry, Messenger, Hackmey, 
Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR0240  
5 August 1854

Entire to Trinidad bearing (2d) greyish slate bisected vertically (left half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) lightly cancelled ‘1’, rated ‘4’ with despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Charlton Henry}
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BAR0250  
7 August 1854

Cover from St. Lucy to Bridgetown bearing (½d) deep green pair (SG2)
clearly tied by barred numeral ‘11’ and showing, on reverse, despatch (day 
of month inverted) and arrival datestamps; both sides of the envelope with 
mathematical calculations. {Chan, ‘Britannia’}

BAR0260  
11 August 1854

Entire to Bermuda franked by a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) clearly cancelled ‘1’; the reverse shows despatch and  
St. Thomas datestamps. {Hurlock, Bridgemore Brown, Spink (18 April 
2018)}

BAR0270  
11 August 1854

Entire to Baltimore franked by a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) tied by light barred numeral ‘1’ and fine Crowned Circle 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red, rated ‘1/-’ in red, also showing ‘NEW YORK/
SHIP/7 CTS’ datestamp and, on reverse, despatch, St. Thomas and Kingston 
datestamps. {Wood, Arnhould, Gross, ‘Britannia’}

BAR0280  
11 August 1854

Entire to Puerto Rico bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (left half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, showing a 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ Crowned Circle in red and a ‘2½’ handstamp and 
a ‘HABANA’ in a lozenge shaped surround, both in a light blue colour. 
{Amundsen, Tomasini, Robson Lowe (25 May 1995)}

BAR0290  
11 August 1854

Entire to St. Vincent bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, rated at ‘4’ in 
ink manuscript. {Urwick, Deakin}

BAR0300 
11 August 1854

Cover to New York bearing a (2d) greyish slate bisect (left half) used as a 
1d (SG4b), rated at ‘1/-’ and also showing a blurred ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ 
Crowned Circle in red and charged on arrival ‘6’ handstamp; also showing a 
St. Thomas double arc datestamp on reverse as well as a Kingston, Jamaica 
transit mark. {Gross, Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}

BAR0310 
11 August 1854

Small cover to Philadelphia franked with (2d) greyish slate on blued paper 
(SG4a) tied by an indistinct obliterator, rated initially at ‘1/-’ in red crayon  
corrected to ‘2/-’, also showing a ‘NEW-YORK/SHIP/SEP. 25/12CTS’ 
datestamp and backstamped ‘BARBADOES AU 11 1854’, together with 
St. Thomas and Kingston, Jamaica transit datestamps. {Hurlock, Siegel  
(23 April 1996)}

BAR0320  
11 August 1854

Mourning envelope from Bridgetown to Phillips in Montserrat, bearing a 
(2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (left half) used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a 
barred oval ‘1’ and rated ‘4’ in black; backstamped with despatch and arrival 
datestamps. {Hill}

BAR0330 
21 August 1854

Entire to Grenada bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (left half) used 
as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, and showing 
departure and arrival backstamps on reverse. {Caspary, Chan, Wheeler, Hart, 
Siegel (4 April 1979), Schneider, ‘Britannia’}

BAR0340 
21 August 1854

Entire to Demerara bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) used 
as a 1d (SG4b) clearly tied by barred numeral ‘1’, rated ‘4’ in manuscript 
and showing, on reverse, despatch and arrival datestamps. {Robson Lowe 
(October 1967), ‘Britannia’}

BAR0350  
23 August 1854 

Local cover to St. Thomas parish franked with a (2d) greyish slate bisect (left 
half) used as a 1d (SG4b) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and with arrival datestamp 
on reverse.
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BAR0360  
26 August 1854

Entire to Antigua bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) used 
as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, showing a ‘PAID 
AT BARBADOES’ Crowned Circle in red and rated at ‘4’; despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Marshall, Lickfold, Jaffé}

BAR0370 
27 August 1854

Mourning envelope to Nevis bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect 
(right half) used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’, rated ‘4’  
in black; reverse shows despatch and arrival datestamps. {Lichtenstein,  
H. R. Harmer (1980), Hall}

BAR0380  
4 September 1854

Mourning cover from St. Lucy to Tobago franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) 
tied by a ‘11’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black ink manuscript. {Shilstone, 
Spink (5 May 2021), Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR0390  
5 September 1854

Entire to Grenada bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, endorsed 
‘per mail’ in manuscript and rated at ‘4’. {Harmers (7 January1974), 
‘Besançon’ I}

BAR0400  
5 September 1854

Part cover to Demerara bearing a (2d) greyish slate diagonal bisect used 
as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, rated at ‘4’ in 
black and showing departure and arrival double arc backstamps on reverse. 
{Charlton Henry, Hart, Nathanson, Hackmey, Wood, Arnould, Spink  
(25 July 2007)}

BAR0410  
11 September 1854

Entire to Newfoundland franked with a vertical pair of (½d) deep green 
(SG2) and (2d) greyish slate bisected (left half) used as a 1d (SG4b) all tied 
by ‘1’ numeral cancels and rated at ‘8’ in black manuscript and endorsed ‘via 
Bermuda’. {Charlton Henry, Amundsen, Cartier, Bayley}

BAR0420  
11 September 1854

Entire to Bermuda bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right half) 
used as a 1d (SG4b) tied by a barred oval ‘1’ with Barbados and St. Thomas 
datestamps on reverse. {Charlton Henry, Grosvenor (16 June 2021)}

BAR0430  
21 September 1854

Entire to St. Vincent bearing a (2d) greyish slate vertical bisect (right 
half) used as a 1d (SG4b) and tied by a barred oval ‘1’ of Bridgetown, and  
showing despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Dale Lichtenstein, 
Spink (21 October 2004)}

BAR0440  
6 October 1854

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) cancelled with a ‘1’ 
obliterator and rated at ‘4’ with various transit and arrival datestamps. 
{Wheeler, Sheppard, Davis, Spink (10 July 2019)}

BAR0450  
27 October 1854

Large part entire from Bridgetown to St. Lucia bearing (1d) blue/deep 
blue (SG3) cancelled with a ‘1’ numeral obliterator, rated ‘4’ with various 
datestamps. {Freeland, Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR0460  
11 November 1854

Mourning cover to Jamaica franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator rated at ‘4’ (deleted) and showing a black ‘10’ for the packet rate.

BAR0470  
11 November 1854

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by an indistinct 
obliterator and also showing a ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ Crowned Circle in red.  
A large New York ‘SHIP/7’ indicates that a 7 cent fee was due on delivery; 
numerous datestamps appear on reverse including St. Thomas and Jamaica. 
{Hurlock, Shilstone, Barclays, Wood}
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BAR0480  
12 December 1854

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator, rated ‘4’in red crayon showing a ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ Crowned 
Circle in red and a ‘NEW-YORK SHIP 7 CTS FEB. 14’ due mark; various 
despatch, transit and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Hurlock, Chan, Hicks, 
CRL (13 December 1994), Siegel (23 April 1996)}

BAR0490  
21 December 1854

‘PRICES CURRENT’ to Trinidad franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by 
a ‘1’ numeral cancel with a manuscript ‘4’ in black ink alongside. {Deakin}

BAR0500  
19 January 1855

Local mourning cover to Bridgetown from St. Joseph franked with a (1d) 
blue (SG3) tied by a clear ‘6’ numeral cancel, the reverse showing ‘6’ and 
‘8’ datestamps; numerous arithmetical calculations on front. {Deakin, Spink  
(17 November 2010), Freeland}

BAR0510  
21 January 1855

Entire to Fitt in Trinidad bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) rated at ‘4’ and showing 
a ‘BARBADOES’ despatch double arc datestamp and a similar Trinidad arrival 
mark.

BAR0520  
23 January 1855

Inland cover to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) blue (SG4) tied by bold strike 
of ‘4’ numeral obliterator of St. George parish, a single ring ‘JA 23/1854/4’ 
datestamp on flap and Bridgetown arrival datestamp on reverse. {Sheppard, 
Benwell, ‘Besançon’ I}

BAR0530  
5 February 1855

Printed entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ 
numeral cancel. {Messenger, Grosvenor (23 September 2009)}

BAR0540  
10 February 1855

Entire to Norfolk, Virginia bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) lightly cancelled, showing 
superb Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red and with circular framed 
‘STEAMSHIP/10’ alongside; Barbados, St. Thomas and Kingston datestamps 
on reverse. {Hurlock, Phillips (26 April 2001), Spink (6 April 2005), Harmers 
(14 June 2005), Spink (5 April 2005), Longmuir, Freeland}

BAR0550
20 February 1855

Entire to St. Vincent franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator 
and rated at ‘4’. The reverse shows a ‘1’ datestamp and a double arc datestamp. 
{Jaffé}

BAR0560 
25 February 1855

Cover from St. Philip to Bridgetown bearing a (1d) pale blue (SG9) very 
lightly cancelled, showing on reverse, fine ‘3’ and ‘1’ datestamps. {Robson 
Lowe (9 September 1980), Spink (6 April 2005)}

BAR0570 
8 March 1855

Entire addressed to Fitt in Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in black; the reverse shows an early 
example of the ‘1’ despatch datestamp and the double arc datestamp applied 
by the packet agency as well as a Trinidad double arc receiving datestamp. 
{Longmuir}

BAR0580 
21 March 1855

Entire addressed to Fabien in Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) 
cancelled by a ‘1’ obliterator (not tied), rated at ‘4’ in black; the reverse 
shows a ‘1’ despatch datestamp. {Charlton Henry, Nathanson, Western  
(25 March 1983), Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}

BAR0590 
5 April 1855

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by an ‘1’ 
obliterator; on arrival it was designated a Ship Letter and a 6 cents surcharge 
applied as evidenced by the octagonal ‘6’ handstamp. Endorsed ‘p. Osprey’ 
on front.
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BAR0600 
1 May 1855

Cover from St. Peter to Bridgetown bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘10’ 
obliterator and showing on reverse ‘1’ and ‘10’ datestamps; the whole front 
spoilt by many handwritten calculations. {Messenger, Hackmey, Jaffé, Spink 
(13 March 2008)}

BAR0610 
3 May 1855

Entire to Baltimore, USA franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and showing a red crayon ‘1’ as well as a Crowned Circle ‘PAID 
AT BARBADOES’ in red and a ‘BOSTON BR PKT’ datestamp. The reverse 
shows despatch, transit and arrival datestamps. {Jaffé}

BAR0620 
7 May 1855

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and 
rated at ‘4’, endorsed ‘mail’ and showing Barbados and Trinidad backstamps. 
{Hurlock, Feldman (28 November 2005), Freeland}

BAR0630 
9 June 1855

Cover to St. Michael bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘1’ barred oval and 
showing a ‘1’ datestamp on the flap.

BAR0640 
13 June 1855

Cover from Bridgetown to Christchurch bearing a (1d) blue on blued paper 
(SG3) cancelled by a ‘1’ obliterator; apparently redirected back to Bridgetown. 
{CRL (10 May 1984), Barclays}

BAR0650 
13 June 1855

Blue cover from St. Lucy to Bridgetown, bearing a (1d) pale blue (SG9)
cancelled with ‘11’ obliterator, the reverse with despatch and arrival 
datestamps. {Davis, Freeland}

BAR0660  
26 June 1855

Mourning cover from St. George to Bridgetown bearing a (1d) blue (SG4) 
cancelled by a ‘4’ barred obliterator; reverse shows a ‘4’ despatch datestamp 
and an arrival ‘1’ cds.

BAR0670 
28 June 1855

Entire to St. John’s, Newfoundland franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) 
tied by barred numeral ‘1’, rated ‘4’ in manuscript and showing, on reverse, 
despatch, St. Thomas and arrival datestamps. {Brassler, ‘Britannia’}

BAR0680 
21 July 1855

‘PRICES CURRENT’ entire to Trinidad bearing a (1d) pale blue (SG9) 
cancelled with clear ‘1’ with despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse. 
{Urwick, Freeland}

BAR0690 
3 August 1855

Entire to St. John’s, Newfoundland franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) 
tied by barred numeral ‘1’ and rated ‘4’ and showing, on reverse, despatch,  
St. Thomas and arrival datestamps. {‘Britannia’}

BAR0700  
13 August 1855

Wrapper to Baltimore franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) cancelled with 
a ‘1’ barred oval, rated at ‘1/-’ and showing a clear Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT 
BARBADOES’ in red and a ‘BOSTON BR PKT AU 29’ handstamp in transit;  
a maunscript endorsement of ‘per Mail via St. Thomas’. The reverse shows a 
St. Thomas double arc datestamp.

BAR0708 
27 October 1855

Folded letter to St. John’s, Newfoundland franked with a (1d) pale blue 
on white paper (SG9) rated at ‘4’ in black ink and tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, 
backstamped with a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and a single ring 
cds; also showing a St. Thomas transit and Newfoundland receiver on the 
reverse.

BAR0710  
5 November 1855

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘1’ in a barred oval 
and showing a manuscript ‘4’, Trinidad and Barbados backstamps. {Gallagher,  
Siegel (28 April 2010)}

BAR0720  
12 December 1855

‘PRICES CURRENT’ cover to St John’s, Antigua bearing a (1d) pale blue 
(SG9) and tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’. {Hill}
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BAR0730  
16 January 1856

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) deep blue on blued paper (SG4) tied 
by ‘1’ barred oval, with a ‘JA 16/1856’ datestamp on reverse and charged ‘4’. 
in black pen. {Chan, Robson Lowe (16 January 1990), Davis, Grosvenor  
(24 September 2014)}

BAR0740  
19 February 1856

Part of The West Indian newspaper to Speightstown franked with a (½d) 
yellow-green (SG7) tied by ‘1’ obliterator; ½d is the correct rate for locally 
printed newspapers per the Post Office Act of 1851. {Shilstone, Davis}

BAR0745  
27 February 1856

Cover to Cologne franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied with an indistinct 
obliterator, rated at ‘10’ in black for the UK charge to Germany and a blue ‘12’ 
for the German inland charge, and also showing a very blurred Crowned Circle 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red with, on reverse, a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
datestamp as well as a single ring ‘1’ cds with various transit and arrival 
marking. {Köhler (20 September 2021)}

BAR0750  
7 March 1856

Cover to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and 
rated at ‘4’ in black ink; also endorsed ‘p Mail’ on front. {Charlton Henry, 
Hart, Wood, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR0760  
12 March 1856

Cover to Alexandria PO, St. Ann’s, Jamaica franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black ink (deleted) and ‘10’ denoting 
double weight; showing on reverse St. Thomas, Kingston and Alexandria 
datestamps. {Messenger, Hackmey, Wood}

BAR0770  
5 June 1856

Wrapper to Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by an indistinct 
obliterator and showing a ‘1’ cds as well as a Trinidad double arc arrival 
datestamp.

BAR0780  
21 June 1856

Entire to Trinidad franked with (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by ‘1’ obliterator 
and showing manuscript ‘4’. {Springfield, Cavendish (4 December 2019)}

BAR0790  
12 July 1856

Cover to Alexandria, Jamaica franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by 
a ‘1’ obliterator and rated ‘6’ (deleted) and corrected to ‘4d’ and showing a 
Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red. {Hurlock}

BAR0800  
21 July 1856

Cover to Fabien in Port of Spain, Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue 
(SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated ‘4’, covering the Inter-Antillean rate.

BAR0810  
7 August 1856

Cover to St. George franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by barred numeral 
‘1’ obliterator. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR0820  
11 August 1856

OHMS cover to St. Lucia franked with a (4d) brownish red (SG5) tied with a 
‘1’ obliterator. {Amundsen, Tomasini}

BAR0830  
11 August 1856

Entire to Baltimore bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by barred numeral ‘1’, 
showing clear Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red alongside, 
partly overstruck by a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ circular handstamp, rated ‘4’ in red 
crayon and, on reverse, despatch and St. Thomas datestamps. {‘Britannia’}

BAR0840  
27 August 1856

Entire to St. Kitts, bearing (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by Bridgetown ‘1’ 
obliterator, rated ‘4’; ‘BARBADOES AU 27 1856’ double arc datestamp on 
reverse. {Pitts}

BAR0850  
1 September 1856

Entire to Trinidad bearing a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated ‘4’, 
and showing, on reverse, ‘1’ cds with ‘BARBADOES’ and Trinidad double arc 
datestamps. {Spink (11 July 2018)}
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BAR0860  
5 September 1856

Folded letter sheet to Trinidad bearing a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by barred 
‘1’ in oval handstamp, rated ‘4’ in manuscript and the reverse showing a 
‘BARBADOES/SP 05/1856’ cds. {Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020), 
Eastern Auctions (30 April 2021)}

BAR0870  
10 September 1856

Wrapper to Philadelphia franked with a (1d) blue on blued paper (SG3) tied by 
barred numeral ‘1’ and rated ‘4’ with a Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ 
in red and a circular ‘STEAMSHIP/10’. {Corbitts (2 April 2019)}

BAR0880  
11 September 1856

Entire to St. Kitts franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) cancelled with a light 
barred oval obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black ink; also showing a Barbados 
double arc datestamp on reverse. {Grosvenor (27 November 2013)}

BAR0890  
11 September 1856

Cover to New York franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator as well as a circular ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp and showing a 
Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red alongside; rated at ‘4’ in red 
crayon and showing, on reverse, a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp.

BAR0900  
11 September 1856

Double rate Official cover to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) 
tied by ‘1’ obliterators and rated at ‘8’ in black ink manuscript.

BAR0910  
20 September 1856

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by a light ‘1’  
showing a manuscript ‘4’ and, on reverse ‘BARBADOES’ and arrival 
datestamps. {Deakin, Spink (25 November 2014)}

BAR0920  
27 September 1856

Double rate entire to Dominica bearing two (1d) blue (SG9) tied by ‘1’  
obliterator, showing manuscript ‘8’ and ‘BARBADOES’ and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Jaffé}

BAR0930  
20 October 1856

Entire to Trinidad bearing (1d) blue (SG9) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, showing 
a manuscript ‘4’ and ‘BARBADOES’ double arc and arrival datestamps on 
reverse. {Jaffé}

BAR0940  
23 October 1856

Wrapper to Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, 
rated at ‘4’ and showing double arc despatch datestamp on reverse as well as 
a Trinidad arrival datestamp.

BAR0950  
27 October 1856

Entire from Bridgetown to Dominica bearing two (1d) pale blue (SG9) both 
cancelled ‘1’, rated ‘4’ with the reverse with sender’s embossed cachet, 
‘1’ and double arc ‘BARBADOES’ despatch datestamps and arrival cds. 
{Charlton Henry, Freeland}

BAR0960  
22 November 1856

Cover to Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator 
and rated at ‘4’. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR0970  
27 November 1856

Cover to Dominica bearing two (1d) blue (SG3) tied by ‘1’ barred cancels and 
rated at ‘4’ in black ink; also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp 
on reverse. {Hurlock, Hart}

BAR0975 
12 December 1856

Large part outer sheet to Dominica franked with two (1d) pale blue (SG9), 
tied by ‘1’ oval obliterators; showing a despatch cds and a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc on reverse along with Dominica double arc arrival datestamp.
{Nethersole}

BAR0980  
20 December 1856

Entire to Trinidad bearing (1d) blue (SG9) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, showing a 
manuscript ‘4’ and ‘BARBADOES’ and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Jaffé}

BAR0990  
28 December 1856

Entire to Dominica bearing a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, showing 
manuscript ‘4’ and ‘BARBADOES’ and Dominica datestamps on reverse. 
{Jaffé}
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BAR1000  
28 December 1856

Cover to St. Lucia bearing (1d) blue (SG9) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, showing 
manuscript ‘4’. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1010  
1857

Wrapper to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) blue (SG3) tied by ‘1’ in barred 
oval and a manuscript ‘4’; Barbados and St. Lucia backstamps. {Siegel  
(21 November 1993), Siegel (28 April 2010)}

BAR1030  
3 January 1857

Entire to St. Michael parish franked with a (1d) blue on blue paper (SG9) 
tied by boldly struck ‘11’ cancel of St. Lucy. {Chan, ‘Britannia’, Siegel  
(16 November 2016)}

BAR1040  
5 January 1857

Entire to Trinidad with two (1d) blue (SG9/10) cancelled by ‘1’ obliterators 
and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc 
datestamp and a single ring cds on reverse.

BAR1050  
21 January 1857

Entire addressed to Frederick Trowbridge in Trinidad franked with a (1d) 
pale blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black ink and 
showing despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse.

BAR1060  
29 January 1857

Wrapper to St. Lucia franked with two (1d) blue (SG9/10) cancelled by ‘1’ 
obliterators and showing a Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red 
and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon. {Deakin}

BAR1070  
13 February 1857

Local cover to St. Michael parish franked with a pair of (½d) yellow-green 
(SG7) tied by ‘1’ barred oval obliterators and also showing a ‘Too Late’ 
handstamp. {Hurlock, ‘Olive Blossom’}

BAR1075  
20 February 1857

Entire to Trinidad bearing (1d) pale blue (SG9/10) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, 
rated ‘4’ in manuscript with double arc ‘BARBADOES’ and ‘TRINIDAD’ 
arrival strike on reverse.

BAR1080  
27 February 1857

Double rate entire to Dominica franked with a separated pair of (1d) pale 
blue (SG9) cancelled by barred oval obliterators (not tied), rated at ‘8’and 
also showing a double arc Dominica arrival datestamp on reverse.{Charlton 
Henry, Hart, Nathanson, Western (2 April 1982), Western (25 September 
1987), Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006), Grosvenor (16 June 2021)}

BAR1090  
28 February 1857

Cover to London franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
cancel and showing a Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ handstamp 
in red as well as a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp and rated at ‘6’ in red crayon. 
{Deakin, Spink (25 November 2014), Siegel (19 May 2015)}

BAR1098 
7 March 1857

Folded letter to Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue on white paper (SG9) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in black ink and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp (3 March) on reverse as well as a small cds (7 March).

BAR1100  
13 March 1857

Cover to Ealing, UK franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by an indistinct 
obliterator, rated at ‘6’ in red crayon and showing a Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT 
BARBADOES’ handstamp in red and a ‘PAID’ arrival datestamp. {Harmers  
(28 November 1985), Wood}

BAR1110  
21 March 1857

Entire to Trinidad bearing a (1d) blue on blued paper (SG3) tied by ‘1’ 
barred oval, with ‘MR 21/1857’ cds on reverse and charged ‘4’. {Grosvenor  
(24 September 2014)}

BAR1120  
21 April 1857

Entire to Trinidad bearing a (1d) pale blue on white paper (SG9) cancelled 
by ‘1’ barred oval (not tied). {Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}
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BAR1130  
22 April 1857

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
obliterator and showing an ink manuscript ‘4’ in black. {Deakin, Spink  
(2 November 2014)}

BAR1140  
12 May 1857

Entire from Bridgetown to Dominica bearing two (1d) deep blue (SG10) 
both cancelled ‘1’, rated ‘8’ and the reverse with ‘1’ despatch and arrival 
datestamps. {Charlton Henry, Freeland}

BAR1150  
23 May 1857

Local cover from Bridgetown to St. James franked with a (1d) deep blue 
(SG10), tied by barred ‘1’ oval handstamp with a ‘MY 23/1857’ cds on 
reverse and similar receiving ‘7’ of St. James postmark on front.{Harmers 
(19 June 2001), Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR1160  
27 May 1857*

Cover to Canada franked with a pair of (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by ‘1’ 
oval obliterators and showing a Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ 
handstamp in red and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon.

BAR1170  
11 June 1857 

Cover to Ealing near London franked with a (1d) deep blue on white paper 
(SG10) tied by a ‘1’ oval obliterator and also showing a Crowned Circle 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ handstamp in red and a tombstone London arrival 
mark of 30 June 1857 in red.{Heathcote, Harmers (14 December 2004)}

BAR1180  
27 June 1857

Entire to Dominica franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) and tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Spink (5 May 
2021)}

BAR1190  
27 June 1857

Entire addressed to MacFarlane in St. Lucia bearing a (1d) deep blue (SG10) 
ties by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double 
arc datestamp on reverse as well as a small ‘01’ dater. {Freeland}

BAR1200 
4 July 1857

Folded letter (inside printed page of the Mercantile Intelligencer to Trinidad 
franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG4) tied by numeral ‘1’ obliterator and on 
reverse ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and a Barbados cds. {Gärtner 
(9 October 2018)}

BAR1210  
20 July 1857

Wrapper to Trinidad franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) cancelled by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black ink with despatch and arrival datestamps 
on reverse.

BAR1220  
11 August 1857

Wrapper to Cologne, Germany bearing a (1d) blue (SG9/10) cancelled by an 
indistinct obliterator (not tied) rated at ‘12’ in blue with various transit and 
arrival datestamps on reverse. {Gallagher, Siegel (9 December 2009)}

BAR1230  
5 September 1857

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG10) tied by a barred oval 
‘1’ and rated at ‘4’ in black manuscript, also endorsed ‘p mail’. {Harmers (6 
March 1985), Cherrystone (October 2000)}

BAR1240  
7 September 1857

Small local cover to St. Peter franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) and tied 
by a ‘1’ oval obliterator. {Harmers (20 October 1993), Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1245  
27 September 1857

Inter island cover to Dominica franked with a (1d) blue (SG4) tied by a ‘1’ 
oval obliterator, rated ‘4’ and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc cds and 
receiving cancellation both on the reverse. {Bayley}

BAR1247 
6 October 1857

Wrapper to Fitt in Port of Spain, Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’; the reverse shows a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp as well as a small cds. Contrarily the double arc 
Trinidad datstamp is dated 25 September. {Yardley, Nethersole}
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BAR1250  
27 October 1857

Cover from St. John to London redirected to Bognor, Sussex franked with a 
(1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘5’ oval obliterator; also showing a Crowned 
Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red and also an arrival ‘PAID’ handstamp.

BAR1260  
11 November 1857

Cover to Spanish Town, Jamaica franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied 
by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon, showing a Crowned Circle 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ handstamp in red; the reverse shows many despatch, 
transit and arrival datestamps. {Hurlock, Grosvenor (16 June 2021)}

BAR1270  
21 November 1857

Large part printed circular wrapper to Trinidad bearing a (1d) deep blue 
(SG9/10) neatly cancelled ‘1’, rated ‘4’ and the reverse with ‘1’ and 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp. {Robson Lowe (9 February 1983), 
Spink (12 July 2006), Spink (9 November 2011)}

BAR1280  
27 November 1857

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) blue on white paper (SG10) tied by ‘1’ 
numeral, rated at ‘4’ in manuscript, used on 1857 endorsed ‘p.Mail’ at left 
with manuscript ‘4’ ; reverse shows a single ring datestamp ‘1’ and double 
arc ‘BARBADOES’ cds as well as a St. Lucia double arc arrival datestamp in 
black. {Sheppard, Bridger & Kaye (24 October 1991), ‘Besançon’ I}

BAR1290  
27 November 1857

Double rate entire to St. Lucia franked with a pair of (1d) deep blue (SG10) 
tied by barred numeral ‘1’, rated ‘8’ in manuscript and showing, on reverse, 
despatch and arrival datestamps. {Burrus, ‘Britannia’}

BAR1300  
27 November 1857

Entire to St. Lucia bearing a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
cancel, rated ‘4’ and endorsed ‘per mail’.

BAR1310  
6 December 1857

Entire to St. Lucia bearing a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
cancel, rated ‘4’ endorsed ‘v. HMS Buzzard’; showing, on reverse, despatch 
and arrival datestamps. {‘Britannia’}

BAR1320  
12 December 1857

Large part entire from Bridgetown to St. Lucia, rated ‘4’ and bearing 
a (1d) blue/deep blue (SG10) cancelled with a ‘1’ obliterator and with 
‘BARBADOES’ and St. Lucia double arc datestamps on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR1330  
12 December 1857*

Cover to Spanish Town, Jamaica franked with a (1d) deep blue on white 
paper (SG10), tied by a ‘1’ oval obliterator and rated at ‘4’; also showing a fine 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ Crowned Circle in red. {Ivy/Mader (9 June 2004)}

BAR1340  
1858

Cover to Amherstburgh, Western Canada franked with a (1d) deep blue 
(SG10) tied by light ‘1’ numeral cancel, rated ‘4’ in red crayon prepaid with 
clear strike of Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ handstamp in red, 
straight line ‘MORE TO PAY’ and a fancy ‘3’ postage due handstamp applied 
in Canada, numerous transit backstamps including St. Thomas and a blue 
receiver. {Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR1350  
13 January 1858

Mourning envelope (small faults) from St. Peter to St. Michael, re-addressed 
to Bridgetown and again, in red pencil, to ‘Pleasant Hall St. Peter’ franked 
with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) horizontal pair each cancelled ‘10’ and two 
rate marks deleted, ‘1’ and ‘10’ single ring cds and three further datestamps 
on reverse. {Spink (13 March 2008)}

BAR1360  
27 January 1858

Entire to Cologne, Germany franked with a (1d) blue (SG3)  tied by numeral 
‘1’ and backstamped ‘BARBADOS JA 27 1858’ with various transit and arrival 
datestamps as well. {Gärtner (7 April 2018)}

NOTE: One of only two known covers with the first issue sent to Germany.
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BAR1370  
3 February 1858

Cover from St. Philip to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG10) 
lightly cancelled, showing on reverse, fine ‘3’ and ‘1’ datestamps. {Spink  
(6 April 2005), Nethersole}

BAR1373 
5 February 1858

Double rate folded outer sheet to Trinidad franked with two (1d) deep blue  
(SG10) rated ‘8’ and endorsed at lower left ‘per Steamer’ despatch and 
arrival datestamps on reverse. {Hill}

BAR1380  
11 February 1858

Double rate entire to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) cancelled by 
‘1’ obliterator, showing manuscript ‘8’ and ’BARBADOES’, St. Thomas and 
arrival datestamps. {Jaffé}

BAR1390  
21 February 1858

Double rated cover to Trinidad franked by two (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by 
barred oval ‘1’ and rated at ‘8’ in black ink. {Grosvenor (27 November 2013)}

BAR1400  
13 March 1858

Cover to Dominica franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, 
showing manuscript ‘4’ and despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse. 
{Jaffé}

BAR1410  
8 March 1858

Entire to Fabien in Trinidad franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by 
a barred oval ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black; the reverse shows 
a datestamp and a double arc despatch datestamp as well as an arrival 
backstamp of Trinidad.

BAR1420  
12 March 1858

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied with a ‘1’ 
obliterator rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and showing strike of the Crowned Circle 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red, a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp and a New 
York Due datestamp. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1430  
13 March 1858

Entire to Baltimore, USA franked with two (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by ‘1’ 
obliterators and also showing a Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’, 
a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp as well as being endorsed with ‘p mail via 
Havana’. {Charlon Henry, Siegel (5 April 1980)}

BAR1440  
13 March 1858

Cover to Dominica, bearing a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, showing 
manuscript ‘4’ and, on reverse, ‘1’, ‘BARBADOES’ and arrival datestamps. 
{Jaffé}

BAR1450  
16 March 1858

Entire from St. Philip to Bridgetown with (1d) pale blue on white paper 
(SG9) tied by light ‘3’ barred oval, accompanied on reverse by ‘3/MA 
16/1858’ cds. {Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}

BAR1460  
21 March 1858

Entire to Trinidad franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, 
rated at ‘4’ in manuscript and showing despatch and arrival datestamps on 
reverse. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Robson Lowe (13 December 1994), Siegel  
(23 April 1996)}

BAR1470  
27 March 1858

Entire to St. Lucia franked with an inverted (1d) deep blue (SG10) cancelled 
with a ‘1’ obliterator, rated ‘4’, the reverse with ‘1’, ‘BARBADOES’ and  
St. Lucia double arc datestamps. {Freeland}

BAR1480  
5 April 1858

Prices Current wrapper to Trinidad bearing a marginal copy of the (1d) deep 
blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ in a barred oval and also showing a manuscript ‘4’,  
the inter-colonial postage rate. {Barclays}

BAR1481 
5 April 1858

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Trinidad bearing a (1d) deep blue (SG10) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated ‘4’ and with a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc and 
a single ring despatch cds. {Barclays, Nethersole}
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BAR1490  
11 April 1858

Cover to Philadelphia bearing (1d) deep blue (SG10) cancelled ‘1’ and 
showing a clear strike of the Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in 
red, rated ‘4’, the adhesive additionally tied by ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp, 
despatch ‘1’ and double arc datestamps, and St. Thomas cds on reverse. 
{Shilstone, Robson Lowe (24 May 1995), Pitts}

BAR1500  
20 April 1858

Local cover to Bridgetown with 1d deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘3’ in a barred 
oval and, on reverse, a despatch ‘3’ datestamp and an arrival ‘1’. {Gärtner  
(7 September 2010), Gärtner (8 May 2012)}

BAR1503 
28 April 1858

Entire to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG9/10) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator, rated ‘8’ in black, and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc cds 
and a St. Lucia double arc datestamp on reverse.

BAR1510  
11 June 1858

Double rate entire to Antigua franked with two (1d) blue (SG9/10)  cancelled 
by ‘1’ barred ovals and rated at ‘8’ in black ink; showing a despatch cds on 
reverse as well as a part Antigua double arc datestamp.

BAR1520  
11 June 1858

Cover to St. Lucia bearing a (1d) deep blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ barred 
obliterator rated at ‘1’ in black manuscript and endorsed ‘p mail’. {Benwell, 
Dallas, Harmers NY (16 May 1991), Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1530 
20 August 185

Small envelope to Plantation Harlington, Demerara bearing a (1d) pale blue 
on white paper (SG9) cancelled by a ‘1’ barred oval (not tied) rated ‘4’ in 
red with a strike of the Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ in red; 
backstamped with a departure cds ‘1’. Annotated ‘James E Roney’.

BAR1540  
26 August 1858

Cover from St. Philip to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied 
by light ‘3’ barred oval, accompanied on reverse by ‘AU 26/1858’ circular 
datestamp. {Grosvenor (6 December 2012)}

BAR1550  
11 September 1858

Entire to Grand Turk franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) and tied by a ‘1’ 
numeral cancel and with both Barbados and St. Thomas double arc datestamps 
on reverse. {Wheeler, Deakin}

BAR1560  
11 September 1858

Double rate cover to Dominica franked with two pairs of (½d) green (SG8) 
and a (1d) deep blue (SG10) all cancelled with a barred oval and rated at ‘8’ 
in black. {Adams, Hart, Nathanson}

BAR1565 
9 October 1858

Local cover to St Philip franked with a pair of (½d) yellow-green on white 
paper (SG7) tied by ‘1’ obliterators and showing a despatch datestamp on 
reverse. {Phillips (April 1988), Hill}

BAR1567 
12 October 1858

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and also showing a red Crowned Circle ‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ 
rated at ‘4’, a ‘STEAMSHIP 10’ handstamp and endorsed by ‘via St. Thomas 
& Bermuda’ in manuscript; a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp 
appears on the reverse as well as a St Thomas transit cds. {Nethersole}

BAR1570  
10 November 1858

Entire letter to Williamstown, Victoria, Australia bearing two 6d deep  
rose-red (SG11a), both clearly cancelled by ‘1’ obliterator, showing 
‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red and despatch, Melbourne and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Jaffé}

BAR1580  
11 November 1858

Cover to London franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) and a (1d) blue (SG9) 
both cancelled by a ‘1’ oval obliterator and also showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp of 2 December. {Harmers NY (April 1952), Wood, Gallagher, 
Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}
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BAR1590  
11 November 1858

Cover to London franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) cancelled by 
a ‘1’ oval obliterator and also showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp of  
2 December. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1600  
27 November 1858

Cover to London franked with 6d pale rose-red (SG11) clearly cancelled by 
barred oval ‘1’ showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red and, on reverse, 
‘BARBADOES/NO 27/1858’ double arc datestamp. {London Stamp Exchange 
(November 2002), Gärtner (7 September 2010)}

BAR1610  
3 December 1858

Cover from St. Philip to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) 
and cancelled with a blurred ‘3’ obliterator and showing an arrival single ring 
datestamp on reverse. {Bayley}

BAR1617  
12 December 1858

Cover to Castries, St. Lucia franked with a (1d) pale blue on white paper 
(SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated ‘4’ in red crayon; a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc despatch datestamp and a similar St Lucia mark appear on the 
reverse.

BAR1620  
16 December 1858

Cover to London franked with 6d pale rose-red (SG11) clearly cancelled 
by barred oval ‘1’ and on reverse ‘BARBADOES/NO 27/1858’ double arc 
datestamp. {Gärtner (8 May 2012), Gärtner (10 September 2012)}

BAR1630  
21 December 1858

Entire to Trinidad bearing a horizontal pair of (½d) yellow-green (SG7) tied 
by ‘1’ numeral obliterators, rated ‘4’ with double arc despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Caspary, Lickfold, ‘Olive Blossom’, Hackmey, Jaffé}

BAR1640  
21 December 1858

Cover to St. Vincent franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG10) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black. {Grosvenor (11 March 2005)}

BAR1650  
21 December 1858

Folded letter to Demerara, British Guiana franked with a (1d) deep blue 
(SG10), tied by an oval barred ‘1’, rated at ‘4’ and reverse with ‘BARBADOES/
DE 21/1858’ datestamp and a ‘DEMERARA/DE 25/58’ receiving postmark. 
{Hurlock, Benwell, Harmers (28 November 1985), Schuyler Rumsey  
(14 December 2020)}

BAR1660  
27 December 1858*

Cover to Bristol franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied by a clear ‘1’ 
numeral cancel and showing a ‘PAID/AT/LONDON’ datestamp and endorsed 
‘p mail’. {Burrus, Feldman (28 November 2005)}

BAR1670  
1859

Cover to USA franked with a (1d) deep blue on white paper (SG10) and a (4d) 
brownish red on blued paper (SG5) tied by ‘1’ barred ovals, with sender’s cachet 
and a circular ‘STEAMSHIP/10’, charged with red crayon ‘4’ and showing a  
St. Thomas transit mark on reverse. {Grosvenor (24 September 2014)}

BAR1675 
12 January 1859

Cover to UK franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11a) tied by ‘10’ obliterator 
of St Peter and showing two ‘LONDON PAID’ receiving datestamps in red;  
a despatch datestamp appears on reverse. {Charlton Henry, Shenfield}

BAR1680  
27 January 1859

Double rate entire from Bridgetown to Kingston, Jamaica bearing two (4d) 
brownish red (SG5) and two (1d) deep blue (SG10) each cancelled with ‘1’ 
numeral cancels, rated ‘8’ and the reverse with despatch, St. Thomas and 
arrival datestamps. {Harmers (8 May 1972), Freeland}

BAR1688 
3 February 1859

Local cover to Bridgetown franked with a (1d) pale blue on white paper (SG9) 
tied by a ‘2’ obliterator of Christchurch and showing a despatch datestamp on 
reverse. {Benwell, Spink (14 October 1997)}
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BAR1690  
4 February 1859

Double rate entire to Trinidad bearing two (overlapping) (1d) pale blue (SG9) 
tied by a ‘1’ in a circle of bars, rated at ‘8’ in black pen and endorsed ‘p mail’; 
both ‘BARBADOES’ and Trinidad double arc datestamps on reverse. {Urwick, 
Challis, Deakin, Spink (25 November 2014), Cherrystone (4 December 2018)}

BAR1691  
5 February 1859

Cover to Trinidad bearing a (1d) pale blue on white paper (SG9) tied by ‘1’ 
numeral obliterator of Bridgetown; a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp 
appears on reverse as well as an arrival datestamp. {Corinphila (22 November 
2021)}

BAR1700  
10 February 1859

Cover to Baltimore franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG10) and a (4d) brownish 
red (SG10) both tied by a ‘1’ barred obliterator rated ‘4’ in red crayon and 
showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp as well as a manuscript ‘p mail via 
Havana’ endorsement.

BAR1710  
11 February 1859

Entire to London franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in red. {Lickfold, 
Messenger, Spink (6 July 2005)}

BAR1720  
11 February 1859

Entire to Canada franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) cancelled by a ‘1’ 
barred oval and front also showing a ‘MORE - TO - PAY’ handstamp as well 
as a ‘3’ handstamp for the provincial charge; a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc 
datestamp appears on reverse.

BAR1730  
27 February 1859

Cover to London franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) neatly tied by ‘1’ 
numeral cancel, showing a London receiving datestamp with despatch and 
arrival datestamps on reverse. {Caspary, Dale Lichtenstein, Schuyler Rumsey 
(2 June 2006), Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}.

BAR1740  
27 February 1859

Entire to Jamaica bearing a (1d) blue (SG9/10) tied by an indistinct obliterator 
and rated ‘4’ in manuscript and showing, on reverse, despatch, St. Thomas and 
arrival datestamps. {‘Britannia’}

BAR1750  
27 February 1859

Entire to St. Lucia bearing a (1d) blue (SG9/10) tied by an indistinct obliterator 
and rated ‘4’ in manuscript and showing, on reverse, a double arc despatch 
datestamp and a St. Lucia receiving one.

BAR1760  
2 March 1859

Entire addressed to Barclay & McDowell in Kingston, Jamaica franked with 
a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated ‘4’ in black ink and 
showing a St. Thomas transit double arc datestamp as well as a Kingston 
arrival datestamp.

BAR1770  
12 March 1859

Mourning cover to Philadelphia franked with a pair of (1d) blue (SG10) and 
a 1s black (SG12a) tied by ‘1’ obliterators. The front shows a handstamped ‘5’ 
and a large circular ‘PHILADELPHIA’ datestamp; reverse has a ‘BARBADOS 
MR 12 1859’ cds. {Hurlock, Lickfold, Brassler}

BAR1780  
13 March 1859

Entire to Philadelphia franked with a (4d) brownish red (SG5) and a (1d) deep 
blue (SG10) both tied by ‘1’ obliterator, showing red crayon ‘4’ and marked 
‘mail via Havana’, sender’s oval cachet, ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp and, 
on reverse, despatch and part St. Thomas datestamps. {Nathanson}

BAR1790  
21 March 1859

Cover to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) cancelled by a ‘1’ in 
a barred oval rated at ‘4’ and also showing a forwarding agent’s cachet; a 
Trinidad arrival cds appears on reverse.

BAR1800  
21 March 1859

Cover to Trinidad franked with a (1d) blue (SG9/10) cancelled by a ‘1’ in a 
barred oval, rated at ‘4’. {Spink (5 May 2021)}
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BAR1803 
26 March 1859

Large part outer sheet to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) tied by 
a ‘1’ obliterator, rated ‘4’; a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp 
and St. Lucia arrival cds appear on the reverse. {Bayley, Nethersole}

BAR1810  
12 May 1859

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon, showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp 
and endorsed ‘Via Havana’. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1820  
19 May 1859

Cover from Bridgetown to St. Michael franked with a (1d) blue on white 
paper (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ oval obliterator and also showing a double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamp on reverse.

BAR1830  
26 May 1859

Mourning cover to Paddington, London franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11) 
tied by indistinct obliterators and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in 
red. {Deakin, Spink (25 November 2014), Siegel (19 May 2015)}

BAR1840  
27 June 1859

Entire to London, bearing a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) clearly cancelled ‘1’, 
showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp alongside and, on reverse, despatch 
double arc datestamp. {Spink (5 April 2006)}

BAR1850  
12 July 1859

A mourning cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG10) 
and a (4d) brownish red (SG5) both tied by a ‘1’ obliterator as well as a 
circular ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp and a New Orleans transit datestamp; 
also rated at ‘4’ in red crayon.

BAR1860  
21 July 1859

Wrapper to Grenada franked with a (1d) pale blue (SG9) and tied by a light 
‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black manuscript.

BAR1870  
11 August 1859

Cover to Philadelphia franked with a marginal copy of the 6d deep  
rose-red (SG11a) and a (1d) deep blue (SG10) both tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
cancel and a circular ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp, marked ‘Via Havana’ 
and rated ‘4’ in red crayon; showing on reverse despatch and St. Thomas 
datestamps. {Hurlock, Chan, Harmers (4 January 1971), ‘Britannia’}

BAR1880  
27 August 1859

Entire to London bearing 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) partly overlapped with 
a (1d) blue (SG9) both tied by barred numeral ‘1’ and showing ‘LONDON 
PAID’ datestamp with despatch datestamp on reverse. {Hurlock, Collinson, 
Spink (14 October 1997), ‘Britannia’}

BAR1890  
3 September 1859

‘MERCANTILE INTELLIGENCER’ entire letter to Trinidad bearing two 
(1d) pale blue (SG9) each cancelled ‘1’, rated ‘4’ with despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Spink (22 January 2019)}

BAR1900  
13 September 1859

Local cover to Edge Hill in St. Thomas parish franked with an inverted pair of 
the (1d) blue (SG9/10) both tied by ‘1’ barred obliterators, a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc despatch datestamp appears on the reverse as well as a single ring 
arrival ‘8’ datestamp. {‘Besançon’ I}

BAR1910  
27 September 1859

Entire to Edinburgh franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ oval obliterator 
and also showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in red. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR1920  
27 September 1859

Cover to London franked with a 1s brown-black (SG12) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator 
and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red.

BAR1930  
27 September 1859

Cover to London franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11/11a) tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
cancel and also showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in red. {Urwick, 
Deakin, Spink (2 November 2014), Spink (20 May 2015)}
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BAR1940  
27 September 1859

Wrapper to London franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied by a ‘1’ 
barred oval and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in red; on reverse is a 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp. {Harmers (28 February 1972), Western 
(17 October 1986)}

BAR1950  
27 September 1859

Soldier’s letter to Essex franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by two ‘1’ oval 
obliterators endorsed ‘From No. 3893 John Potter Private 49th. Regiment’ 
and showing franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ oval obliterator 
showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in red and, on reverse, ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc despatch datestamp. {Robson Lowe (22 February 1983), Western 
(22 February 1986), Sattin}

BAR1960  
27 October 1859

Entire to Jamaica franked with a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by a ‘1’ numeral oval 
obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in black crayon and showing on reverse ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc despatch and St. Thomas and Kingston transit and arrival cancels.

BAR1970  
11 November 1859

Cover to London franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) cancelled by 
a ‘1’ oval obliterator and also showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp of  
2 December. {Harmers NY (April 1952), Wood, Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 
2006)}

BAR1980  
23 November 1859

Entire letter to Demerara bearing a (1d) blue (SG9) tied by barred numeral 
‘1’, rated ‘4’ and showing despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse. 
{‘Britannia’, Spink (22 June 2017)}

BAR1990  
27 November 1859

Cover to London franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11/11a) tied by a ‘1’ numeral 
cancel and show ‘p mail’ in manuscript. {Deakin}

BAR2000  
12 December 1859

Cover to Market Harborough, England franked with a 6d pale rose-red 
(SG11) tied by neat ‘1’ numeral cancel, red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp 
and on reverse, Barbados despatch datestamp. {Charlton Henry, Dale 
Lichtenstein, Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR2010  
12 December 1859

‘PRICES CURRENT’ to Jamaica franked with two (1d) blue (SG9/10) cancelled 
by ‘1’ numeral cancels and showing a black ink manuscript ‘8’. The reverse 
shows despatch, transit and arrival datestamps. {Deakin, Spink (25 November 
2014)}

BAR2020  
12 December 1859

Mourning cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with a 6d deep rose-red 
(SG11a) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a 
circular ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp with ‘BARBADOES’ and St. Thomas 
double arc backstamps.

BAR2030 
12 December 1859

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a (1d) pale blue on white paper (SG9) tied 
by a ‘1’ oval obliterator and rated at ‘4’  {Nathanson, Western (30 April 
1983), Bayley}

BAR2040  
11 January 1860

Entire to Williamstown, Victoria, bearing two 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) both 
clearly cancelled ‘1’ and showing red ‘LONDON PAID’ transit datestamp, 
the reverse with despatch, Melbourne and arrival datestamps. {Jaffé, Spink  
(20 May 2015)}

BAR2050  
27 January 1860

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a pair of (½d) yellow-green (SG7) tied by 
‘1’ obliterators and rated ‘4’ in black. {Harmers (January 1971), Jaffé}

BAR2060  
27 January 1860

Cover to London bearing a 6d deep rose-red (SG11) clearly tied by a ‘1’ 
numeral cancel, showing red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp below with despatch 
datestamp on reverse. {Burrus, Harmers NY (15 April 1982), ‘Britannia’}
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BAR2070  
15 February 1860

Entire to London franked with a pair of 6d pale rose-red (SG11) cancelled 
with an indistinct obliterator (not tied) and showing an illegible rate on front 
as well as a St. Thomas double arc transit datestamp on reverse. {Grosvenor  
(16 June 2021)}

BAR2080  
21 February 1860

Entire to Trinidad bearing a horizontal strip of four (½d) green (SG8) cancelled 
by ‘1’ numeral obliterators and rated at ‘8’; arrival datestamp of 23 February 
on reverse. {Yardley, Messenger, Brassler}

BAR2090  
27 February 1860

Double rate entire to St. Lucia bearing a vertical strip of four (½d) yellow-
green (SG7) tied by ‘1’ obliterators and rated at ‘8’ (double the inter-island 
rate) and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp on reverse. 
{Robson Lowe (7 May 1947), Burrus, Bayley}

BAR2100  
12 March 1860

Cover to George Town, St. Vincent franked with a (4d) brownish red (SG5) 
clearly cancelled ‘1’ barred numeral and rated ‘4’ in red crayon and endorsed 
‘Paid’ probably applied in St. Vincent with despatch and arrival datestamps 
on reverse. {Hart, Freeland}

BAR2110  
12 March 1860

Mourning cover to Philadelphia, USA bearing a pair of (1d) deep blue (SG10) 
and a 1s black (SG12a) tied by ‘1’ obliterators and a ‘PHILADELPHIA BR 
PKT APR 22’ circular handstamp. The front also bears a ‘5’ handstamp 
denoting charge to be paid on delivery and a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp.

NOTE: This is the earliest recorded use of the 1s value.
BAR2120  

25 March 1860
Cover to Aden bearing a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue in combination with 
a (4d) brownish red (SG5) and 6d pale rose-red (SG11), all tied by barred 
numeral ‘1’, showing red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp, rated ‘10’ in red crayon 
and ‘1’ and, on reverse, despatch and arrival datestamps. {Robson Lowe  
(27 November 1968), Spink (23 February 2016)}

BAR2130  
9 April 1860

Front and part back of entire to London bearing 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied  
by a ‘1’ numeral cancel, and showing red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp with a 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc backstamp. {Freeland}

BAR2140  
19 April 1860

Cover to Demerara franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14) and 
a (4d) brownish red (SG5) both tied by barred numeral ‘1’, rated ‘4’ in  
red crayon, and showing, on reverse, despatch and arrival datestamps. 
{Hurlock, Collinson, Spink (14 October 1997), ‘Britannia’}

BAR2150  
19 April 1860

Double rate cover to Demerara franked with two pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue 
(SG14) and two (4d) brownish red (SG5) both tied by barred numeral ‘1’, 
rated ‘8’ in red crayon. {Cartier, Nathanson, Bayley}

BAR2160  
10 May 1860

Cover to North Carolina, USA bearing a (4d) brownish red on blued paper 
(SG5) in combination with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14), paying 
the 5d rate, handstruck ‘3’ corrected in manuscript to ‘4’ alongside, with  
‘MORE TO PAY’ handstamp at left, endorsed ‘via Havana’; various despatch, 
transit and arrival datestamps on reverse including ‘ST THOMAS MY14 
1850’ year error. {Charlton Henry, Nathanson, Brassler, Wood, Victoria  
(27 January 2001)}

BAR2170  
19 May 1860

Cover to Demerara franked with a (4d) brownish red (SG5) and a pin-perf. 14 
(1d) pale blue (SG14) both tied by ‘1’ obliterators and showing a manuscript 
‘1’ and a red crayon ‘5’, corrected to ‘4’. On reverse there are transit and 
arrival datestamps. {Jaffé}
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BAR2180  
3 June 1860

Cover to Demerara, British Guiana franked with a (4d) brownish red on blued 
paper (SG5) and a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14/15) tied by bold ‘1’ numeral 
cancel, manuscript ‘4’ rate in red crayon; reverse shows ‘BARBADOES  
JU 3’ despatch datestamp. {Harmers (24 November 1975), Sheppard, Western  
(5 November 1988), Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR2190  
9 June 1860

Double rate cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with two 6d pale  
rose-red (SG11a) and two pin-perf. 14 (1d) blue (SG15) all cancelled by ‘1’ 
oval obliterators and rated at ‘1/1’ in red. The cover went via London, witnessed 
by a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp; also showing a large ‘PHILADELPHIA’ 
arrival datestamp on front; also showing a ‘Via England’ endorsement and a 
‘5’ handstamp in black. {Marshall, Gallagher}

BAR2200  
19 June 1860

Cover to Demerara franked with a pair of (4d) brownish red (SG5) and a pair 
of (1d) pale blue (SG14) all tied by ‘1’ obliterators rated ‘8’ in red crayon 
and also bearing a ‘2’ in black ink; the reverse shows a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp and a Demerara arrival cds. {Hackmey}

BAR2210  
25 June 1860

Cover to London franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator 
and showing red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp alongside. {Charlton Henry, 
Amundsen, ‘Britannia’}

BAR2213  
11 July 1860

Cover to London franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) tied by a ‘1’ 
bootheel handstamp and a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp and endorsed ‘per 
packet’; a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp appears on the 
reverse. There is much writing also on the front in red. {Hill}

BAR2220  
9 August 1860

Cover to New Brunswick bearing a pin-perf. 14 (1d) deep blue (SG15) and 
a (4d) brownish red (SG5) tied by ‘1’ obliterators and a very light ‘MORE 
TO PAY’ handstamp, also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp 
on reverse.

BAR2230  
10 August 1860

Cover to Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada bearing a 1s brown-black 
(SG12) cancelled by an indistinct obliterator and rated ‘8’ in red crayon 
and also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp on reverse. {Hart, 
Gallagher}

BAR2240  
2 September 1860

Cover to Demerara, British Guiana bearing a pin-perf. 14 (1d) blue (SG14/15) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator initially rated at ‘4’ but altered to ‘5’; a double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamp on the reverse. {Benwell}

BAR2250  
26 September 1860

Cover to London franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11) and a pin-perf. 14 (1d) 
blue (SG14/15) for the late fee both cancelled by indistinct obliterators and 
also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and a red ‘LONDON 
PAID’ datestamp.

BAR2260  
3 October 1860

Cover from Bridgetown to Berbice, British Guiana franked with a pin-perf. 
14 (1d) blue (SG14/15) tied by ‘1’ numeral obliterator, rated at ‘4’ ship fee 
altered to ‘5’ (pence) for journey from Georgetown to Berbice; the reverse 
shows ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp, a Demerara single 
ring cds and Berbice arrival datestamp. {Gibbons (27 September 1967), 
Harmers (3 June 1980), ‘Besançon’ I}

BAR2270 
10 November 1860

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a a pin-perf. 14 (1d) blue (SG14) tied by a 
‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black
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BAR2280  
11 November 1860

Cover to Market Harborough, England bearing a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) 
supplemented by a pin-perf. 14 (1d) blue (SG14/15) tied by ‘1’ obliterators 
and showing a London transit datestamp of 1 December and endorsed ‘Per 
R M Steamer’ in manuscript.

BAR2290  
11 November 1860

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a a pin-perf. 14 (1d) blue (SG14) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black; the reverse shows a poor ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp.

BAR2300  
26 November 1860

Mourning cover to Philadelphia franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) and 
a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14) both cancelled by a ‘1’ oval obliterator 
rated at ‘4’, endorsed ‘via Southampton’ and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ 
handstamp in black. {Manning, Harmers (14 December 2004)}

BAR2310  
10 December 1860

Cover to London franked with a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied by partial 
strike of a ‘1’ obliterator, showing a ‘LONDON/PAID’ arrival datestamp and 
endorsed ‘p.Mail’ with ‘BARBADOES’ double arc cds on reverse. {Hart, 
‘Besançon’ I}

BAR2320  
28 December 1860

Cover to Brighton, England bearing a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) cancelled ‘1’ in 
an oval of bars. Also endorsed in manuscript ‘Per R. M. Steamer’. {Barclays}

BAR2330  
3 January 1861

Printed Circular to Trinidad bearing a horizontal pair of (½d) green (SG8) 
both tied by ‘1’ numeral obliterators with despatch and arrival datestamps on 
reverse. {Urwick, Wheeler, ‘Britannia’}

BAR2340  
12 January 1861

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Canada franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) deep 
blue (SG15) cancelled by a ‘1’ oval obliterator.

BAR2350  
12 January 1861

Wrapper addressed to Baltimore franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a)  
tied by an indistinct obliterator and a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp in black 
and, on reverse, a ‘BARBADOES’ despatch and St. Thomas double arc 
datestamps.

BAR2360  
19 January 1861

Wrapper to Fabien in Port of Spain, Trinidad franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) 
blue (SG14/15) tied by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘1’ in red crayon and showing 
a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp on reverse as well as a Trinidad 
double arc arrival mark. {Bayley}

BAR2361  
19 January 1861

Cover to Joseph Boissiere, Trinidad franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue 
(SG14) cancelled by a ‘1’  obliterator rated ‘4’ in black and endorsed ‘per mail’ 
in manuscript; a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp and a similar 
Trinidad mark appear on the reverse.

BAR2370  
25 January 1861

Cover to Kingston, Jamaica franked with two pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue 
(SG14) cancelled by ‘1’  obliterators and showing a Kingston arrival datestamp 
of 6 February. {Shilstone}

BAR2380  
25 January 1861

Entire to London franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) tied by ‘1’ 
numeral cancels and showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp. {Nathanson, 
Hackmey, Feldman (28 November 2005), Freeland}

BAR2390  
1 February 1861

Local cover from Bridgetown to Worthing (Christchurch) franked with a pin-
perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14) tied by a ‘1’ barred oval obliterator and also 
showing an italic style ‘Too Late’ handstamp. {Lickfold, Benwell, Barclays}
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BAR2400  
25 February 1861

Small cover from St. John to St. Thomas franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale 
blue (SG14) tied by number ‘5’ in barred oval; with a manuscript endorsement 
‘Post Paid’ so presumably the full postage was paid by the sender, with despatch 
and arrival marks on reverse. {Benwell, Gärtner (27 March 2007), Spink  
(13 March 2008), Grosvenor (24 September 2014)}

BAR2410  
25 February 1861

Entire to St. Lucia franked with a (4d) brownish red (SG5) and a pin-perf. 
12½ (1d) blue (SG16a) tied by ‘1’ oval obliterators and rated at ‘4’ in red 
crayon; a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp and St. Lucia receiving mark 
on reverse. {Bayley}

BAR2420  
25 February 1861

Cover to Brighton, bearing a 6d pale rose-red (SG11) tied by ‘1’ obliterator, 
showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp with, on reverse, despatch and 
arrival datestamps. {Harmers NY (5 June 1975), Deakin, Spink (25 November 
2014), Freeland}

BAR2430  
7 March 1861

Entire to Fabien in Port of Spain, Trinidad franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) 
deep blue (SG15) tied by a barred ‘1’ obliterator and also showing a double 
arc despatch datestamp. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR2439 
11 March 1861

Cover to Philadelphia with a strip of 5 (4 stamps cut at top) clean-cut perf 
14 – 16 (1d) pale blue (SG18) tied by ‘1’ bootheels and rated at  ‘4’ in red 
crayon and showing a New York transit datestamp; Barbados despatch and  
St Thomas transit datestamps appear on reverse. {Brassler, Hill}

BAR2440  
12 March 1861

Double rate wrapper to Ragged Island, Nova Scotia bearing a horizontal pair 
of pin-perf. 14 (1d) deep blue (SG15) tied by indistinct obliterators, rated ‘8’;  
St. Thomas, Halifax and Ragged Island datestamps on reverse. {Bayley}

BAR2450  
12 March 1861

Entire addressed to North Carolina franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) deep blue 
(SG15) and a (4d) brownish red (SG5) both tied by indistinct obliterators 
and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp in black and endorsed ‘mail 
via Havana’ and with Barbados and Trinidad backstamps. {Feldman  
(28 November 2005)}

BAR2460  
12 March 1861

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) blue (SG14) tied by 
a ‘1’ oval obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in black. {Hurlock, Burrus, Harmers  
(14 December 2004)}

BAR2470  
13 March 1861

Cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with a 6d deep rose-red  (SG11a) tied 
by a ‘1’ obliterator and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp in black and 
endorsed ‘via Southampton’. {Siegel (29 September 2004), Siegel (13 March 
2006)}

BAR2480  
16 March 1861 

(13 March?)

Entire to Edinburgh franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied 
by a ‘1’ numeral cancellation with a red ‘LONDON PAID’ mark alongside; 
reverse shows Barbados despatch and Edinburgh receiving marks. 

BAR2490  
25 March 1861

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14) tied 
by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated ‘1’ and ‘4’ in manuscript. {Wheeler, Towers, 
Freeland, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR2500  
26 March 1861

Local cover from St. John to St. Thomas franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale 
blue (SG14) tied by a clear ‘5’ obliterator, on reverse ‘5’ and ‘8’ datestamps. 
{Urwick, Benwell, Spink (14 October 1997), ‘Britannia’}

BAR2510  
10 April 1861

Entire to St. Lucia franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14) tied by an 
indistinct obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in manuscript. {Harmers San Francisco 
(16 September 1978), Western (3 April 1981), Barclays, Spink (5 May 2021)}
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BAR2520  
10 April 1861

‘BARBADOS CIRCULAR AND PRICES CURRENT’ to Halifax, Nova Scotia 
franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) cancelled by a ‘1’ barred obliterator, 
rated at ‘1’ in red crayon; the reverse shows a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
datestamp, a similar St. Thomas transit mark and an arrival oval datestamp. 
{Gibbons (11 September 1981), ‘Besançon’ II}

BAR2530  
10 April 1861

Cover addressed to the Lord Archbishop of Antigua and franked with  
pin-perf. 14 (1d) deep blue (SG15) and a (4d) brownish red (SG5) both tied 
by a barred ‘1’ obliterator. {Davy, Bayley}

BAR2540  
10 April 1861

Wrapper to North Carolina franked with a clean-cut perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue  
(SG18) and a (4d) brownish-red (SG5) cancelled by ‘1’ obliterators and a 
‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp in black rated at ‘4’ in red crayon; the reverse 
shows a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp and a St. Thomas transit mark. 
{Brassler}

BAR2550  
25 April 1861

Cover to Cheshire, England franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11/11a) tied by 
a smudged obliterator and endorsed ‘via Jamaica’ (crossed out) and also 
showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp. {Ainscough, Deakin, Spink 
(25 November 2014)}

BAR2560  
4 May 1861

Entire to Trinidad bearing clean-cut perf 14 to 16 (1d) blue (SG19) tied by 
barred numeral ‘1’, rated ‘4’and showing despatch double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
datestamp at left with part arrival on reverse. {Barclays}

BAR2570  
10 May 1861

Entire to Wales franked with a 6d rose-red (SG11a) tied by a ‘1’ barred 
obliterator, showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp and a red 
‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp. {Cavendish (4 April 1987), Jaffé}

BAR2580  
19 May 1861

Entire to Trinidad franked with a clean-cut perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG19) tied 
by a ‘1’ in barred oval obliterator and also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double 
arc datestamp; rated at ‘4’ in manuscript.

BAR2590  
25 May 1861

Cover to Wales franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) tied by a ‘1’ 
obliterator and showing a ‘BARBADOES’  double arc datestamp as well as a 
red ‘LONDON PAID’ mark. {Collinson, Spink (14 October 1997)}

BAR2600  
25 May 1861

‘PRINTED PAPER’ rate of the ‘MERCANTILE INTELLIGENCER’ to 
Antigua franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) deep blue (SG15) tied by a ‘1’ oval 
obliterator and also showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp. {Harmers  
(14 December 2004)}

BAR2610  
26 May 1861

Cover to Antigua franked with a clean-cut perf. 14 – 16  (1d) pale blue (SG18) 
and a 4d brownish red (SG5) cancelled with ‘1’ barred ovals and rated at ‘4’ 
in red crayon and showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp. {Urwick, 
Benwell, Wood}

BAR2615 
30 May 1861

Local cover to St John’s (sic) bearing a pin-perf 14 (1d) pale blue (SG14) 
tied by a ‘6’ obliterator of St Joseph and showing showing a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp alongside as well as a single ring ‘5’ datestamp of St 
John.

BAR2620  
3 June 1861

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Trinidad franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) 
pale blue (SG14) tied by a ‘1’ barred obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in blue crayon; 
also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp. {Shilstone, Sheppard}
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BAR2622 
25 June 1861

Folded letter sheet to London franked with a 6d deep rose-red (SG11a) on white 
paper tied by a ‘1’ obliterator with a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp on 
face along with a red ‘LONDON PAID’ arrival datestamp. {Hurlock, Burrus, 
Dale-Lichtenstein, Nethersole}

BAR2625 
25 July 1961

Entire to Trinidad franked with clean-cut perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG19) 
indistinctly cancelled with an obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in black and showing a 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp; also with a Trinidad double 
arc datestamp receiver on reverse.

BAR2630  
3 August 1861

Cover to Trinidad franked with a clean-cut perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG19) tied 
by a ‘1’ oval obliterator and also showing a despatch double arc datestamp. 
Trinidad arrival datestamp on reverse. {Lickfold, Harmers (7 January 1974)}

BAR2640  
9 August 1861

Entire to Philadelphia bearing a clean-cut perf. 14 – 16 (1d) pale blue 
(SG18) cancelled by ‘1’ obliterators and clearly tied by a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ 
handstamp in black, showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and 
endorsed in manuscript ‘Mail via Colon’, St. Thomas transit datestamp on 
reverse.{Charlton Henry, Hart, Wood, Brassler, Harmers NY (15 July 1975), 
Victoria (27 January 2001), Hill}

BAR2650  
19 September 1861

Entire to Fabien in Trinidad bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) tied by a ‘1’ barred oval , rated at ‘4’ in blue crayon and showing a 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp and a Trinidad one on reverse.

BAR2660  
25 September 1861

Cover to Philadelphia, USA bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
cancelled by a ‘1’ barred obliterator (not tied) showing a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp as well as a Boston arrival handstamp; it also bears 
a St. Thomas transit handstamp on reverse. Endorsed ‘via Southampton’ in 
manuscript.

BAR2670  
1 October 1861

Entire to Dominica bearing clean-cut perf. 14 – 16 (1d) pale blue (SG18) tied 
by ‘1’ an obliterator with adjacent Barbados datestamp and rated ‘4’ in blue 
crayon on face. {Gärtner (10 October 2017)}

BAR2680  
25 October 1861

Front to St. Pierre, Martinique franked with two pin-perf. 12½ (½d) yellow-
green (SG16) and a (4d) brownish red (SG5) cancelled with ‘1’ obliterators 
(not tied) and showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp. {Urwick, 
Robson Lowe (24 November 1965), Jaffé}

BAR2690  
2 November 1861

Entire to Fitt in Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23/24) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and rated at ‘4’ in blue crayon; also showing a 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and a Trinidad one on reverse.

BAR2700  
9 November 1861

A rather battered front from Bridgetown to Martinique, bearing (4d) 
brownish red (SG5) in combination with two pin-perf. 12½ (½d) yellow-
green (SG16) each cancelled ‘1’ with ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch 
datestamp below. {Urwick, Robson Lowe (24 November 1965), Spink (22 
January 2019)}

BAR2710  
19 December 1861

Cover to Trinidad bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ 
barred obliterator, rated ‘4’ in blue crayon and also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR2720  
10 January 1862

Cover to Bristol, England franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red 
(SG29) tied by a ‘1’ barred obliterator, endorsed ‘per steamer’ in manuscript 
and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Empire Stamp Auctions 
(17 April 2020)}
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BAR2730  
9 February 1862

Cover to London bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied by 
a ‘1’ obliterator and showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp as well as a 
double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp. {Brassler, Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}

BAR2740  
26 February 1862

Cover to St. Lucia bearing a pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied 
by ‘1’ obliterators and rated ‘8’ and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc 
datestamp in the bottom left corner.{Bayley, Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR2750  
3 March 1862

Local cover from St. John to St. Thomas franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘5’ barred obliterator, showing a double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamp as well as a single ring datestamp with the ‘5’ 
sideways to the right.

BAR2760  
6 March 1862

Cover to Fabien in Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) tied by a ‘1’ barred obliterator, rated ‘4’ in blue crayon and also 
showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp. {Barclays}

BAR2770  
14 March 1862

Double rate entire to St. Lucia by two rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) 
tied by ‘1’ obliterators rated at ‘8’ and showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
datestamp. {Urwick, Benwell}

BAR2773 
22 March 1862

Small local mourning cover to Bush Hill franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
pale blue (SG23) cancelled by a numeral ‘1’ (not tied) paying the local rate 
and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp on face. {Hill}

BAR2775 
26 March 1862

Entire to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied by 
a ‘1’ obliterator and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp and also 
a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp. {Nethersole}

BAR2780  
9 April 1862

Cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with a 1s black (SG12a) and a rough 
perf. 14 to 16 (1d) blue (SG23) cancelled by ‘1’ oval obliterators, rated at 
‘1/1’ corrected to ‘1/6’ in red crayon and showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
datestamp as well as a Philadelphia receiving datestamp. The cover travelled 
via London, as witnessed by a red ‘LONDON PAID’ mark and a ‘5’ for local 
delivery. {Hurlock, Gallagher, Hackmey}

BAR2790  
25 May 1862

Entire to St. Kitts franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied 
by a ‘1’ barred cancel, rated at ‘4’ in blue crayon and showing a double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamp. {Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}

BAR2800  
25 May 1862

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and a 
(4d) dull rose-red (SG25) cancelled with an indistinct obliterator and showing 
several other marks including a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp. {Harmers 
(7 January 1974), Barclays, Harmers (5 April 2005), Freeland, Grosvenor  
(16 June 2021)}

BAR2810  
June 1862

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied 
by ‘1’ numeral cancellation with a red ‘LONDON PAID’ mark alongside and 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp. {Grosvenor (27 November 
2013)}

BAR2820  
9 June 1862

Double rate cover to St. Lucia franked by a pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ obliterators initially rated at ‘2’ but this was altered to 
‘8’ and also showing a poor ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp. {Urwick}

BAR2830  
26 June 1862

Packet cover to Dublin, Ireland franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red  
(SG29) cancelled by a ‘1’ barred oval and also showing a double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamp and part of a red ‘LONDON PAID’ mark.
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BAR2840  
7 July 1862

Internal cover from St. George to St. James franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘4’ obliterator, sporting a rather faint double arc 
datestamp and also showing a ‘7’ St. James cds.

BAR2850  
9 July 1862

Cover to Ashbourne, England franked with a vertical pair of rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) both tied by ‘10’ obliterators of St. Peter and a 
double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp and also showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ 
mark. {Urwick, Wheeler, Benwell, Hackmey}

BAR2860  
19 July 1862

Cover to Demerara, British Guiana franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue  (SG23/24) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) tied by ‘1’ numeral obliterator 
and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon, also showing a despatch double arc datestamp 
with an arrival datestamp on reverse. {Lickfold, Robson Lowe (9 February 
1983), Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006), ‘Britannia’, Freeland}

BAR2870  
2 August 1862

Cover to Demerara bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and 4d dull 
rose-red (SG25) and 6d rose-red (SG29) each centrally cancelled with barred 
numeral ‘1’, marked ‘Barbados Registered No. 192’ in red crayon, rated ‘10’ 
in red and showing despatch double arc datestamp with Georgetown arrival on 
reverse. {Hurlock, Freeland}

BAR2880  
28 August 1862

Local cover to and from the parish of St. John franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘5’ numeral cancel and also showing a 
circular datestamp similarly with a ‘5’. {Spink (28 October 2021)}

BAR2890  
9 September 1862

Entire to Baltimore franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and 
(4d) dull rose-red (SG25) both tied with a ‘1’ numeral cancel and endorsed   
‘Per Steamer via Havana’ in manuscript, showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc 
datestamp and a circular framed ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp. {Nathanson, 
Freeland, Grosvenor (16 June 2021)}

BAR2891  
9 September 1862

Cover to Ashbourne franked with a rough perf. 14–16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
tied by a ‘1’ obliterator and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch 
datestamp and a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp. {Benwell, Hackmey}

BAR2900  
10 October 1862

Entire letter from Bridgetown to Jamaica bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
rose-red (SG29) cancelled with bootheel ‘1’, rated ‘4’ in red crayon with a 
Barbados small ‘1’ datestamp as well as a Kingston, Jamaica arrival mark and 
also showing a St. Thomas double arc transit datestamp on reverse. {Freeland, 
Köhler (26 June 2020)}

BAR2910  
10 October 1862

Cover to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked with two rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25)  cancelled by ‘1’ oval obliterators 
and also showing on front a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp, 
a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp and an Ashbourne receiving cds. {Urwick, 
Brassler}

BAR2920  
25 October 1862

Cover to Jamaica bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and (4d) 
dull rose-red (SG25) both cancelled by barred numeral ‘1’, marked ‘Bque 
Maida’, rated ‘4’ in red crayon, showing despatch double arc datestamp 
alongside with Kingston arrival cds on reverse. {Charlton Henry, ‘Britannia’, 
Freeland}

BAR2930  
25 October 1862

Blue envelope to Blackburn, England franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
6d rose-red (SG29) cancelled by a ‘1’ obliterator showing a double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamp in black as well as a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in 
red. A Blackburn arrival cds is on the reverse. {Cave, Spink (10 July 2019)}
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BAR2940  
November 1862

PUNCH 1d bisected.

BAR2950  
8 November 1862

Mourning cover to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
6d rose-red (SG29) tied with a ‘10’ obliterator of St. Peter and showing a 
double arc ‘BARBADOES’ cds, a ‘LONDON PAID’ transit datestamp in red  
and a Ashbourne arrival cds.{Charlton Henry, Hart, London Stamp Exchange 
(1 November 2004)}

BAR2955  
19 November 1862

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Trinidad bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) pale 
blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ obliterator with double arc BARBADOES strike at 
lower left. {Western (24 June 1978), Jaffé}

BAR2960  
25 November 1862

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
tied by barred oval ‘1’ with ‘BARBADOES’ double arc despatch datestamp 
and St. Lucia receiving mark on reverse. {Charlton Henry, Western (24 June 
1978), Grosvenor (27 November 2013)}

BAR2970  
24 December 1862

Cover to Canada franked with rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23), (4d) dull 
rose-red (SG25) and 6d rose-red (SG29) all cancelled by ‘1’ obliterator and 
showing on front a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ cds rated at ‘10’ and endorsed 
‘via England’.

BAR2980  
25 December 1862

Cover to Guadeloupe franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) both tied by ‘1’ obliterators, rates at 
‘4’ in red crayon and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp; a ‘30’ 
due manuscript mark is also present. {Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR2990  
9 January 1863

Cover to Canada East franked with a (1d) blue (SG23/24) and (4d) dull rose-red  
(SG25) both tied by barred numeral ‘1’, marked ‘via St. Thomas’ in 
manuscript, rated ‘4’ in red crayon, showing ‘BARBADOES’ despatch double 
arc datestamp, ‘UNPAID 5’ handstamp and, on reverse, St. Thomas, Montreal 
and arrival datestamps. {‘Britannia’, Freeland}

BAR3000  
25 January 1863

Part cover to ? franked with rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and a (4d) 
lake-rose (SG27) cancelled with ‘1’ barred ovals (not tied) rated at ‘4’ in red 
crayon and also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ despatch double arc datestamp.

BAR3010  
2 February 1863

Cover to Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
tied by an indistinct barred numeral cancel, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and 
showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp in red. {Brassler, Hill}

BAR3015 
5 February 1863

Cover to Bridgetown franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied 
by an indistinct obliterator and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp 
as well as a single ring ‘3’ despatch datestamp of St Philip.

BAR3020  
9 February 1863

‘PRICES CURRENT’ to St. Lucia franked with a 6d rose-red (SG29) tied with 
a ‘1’ numeral obliterator and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp 
on opposite side; reverse show St. Lucia receiving datestamp. {Benwell, 
Gärtner (28 April 2015), Soler y Llach (6 May 2019)}

BAR3025 
9 February 1863

Entire to St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied 
by a ‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ 
despatch double arc datestamp.
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BAR3030  
9 February 1863

Cover to Canada franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23), a 
(4d) dull rose-red (SG25) and a 6d rose-red (SG29) all cancelled by ‘1’ oval 
obliterators, rated at ‘5’ in red crayon and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ despatch 
double arc datestamp; endorsed ‘Via England’.

BAR3040 
13 February 1863

Local cover bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23/24) tied by a 
barred obliterator and also showing a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp 
alongside. {Barclays}

BAR3050  
11 March 1863

Cover to Ashbourne, Derbyshire re-directed to Kent franked with a rough 
perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied with a ‘10’ obliterator of St. Peter and 
showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ transit datestamp in red. {Messenger}

BAR3060  
25 March 1863

Prices Current entire to Guadeloupe, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23/24) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) both clearly cancelled ‘1’ and with 
despatch datestamp at left. {Spink (22 January 2019)}

BAR3070  
25 March 1863

Cover to Perth, Scotland franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red 
(SG29) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancel and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ despatch 
double arc datestamp and a red ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp. {Hackmey}

BAR3080  
25 April 1863

Mourning cover to London, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) dull rose-red 
strip of three (SG25) each cancelled by heavy barred numerals ‘1’, showing 
‘BARBADOES’ despatch double arc datestamp and a red ‘LONDON PAID’ 
arrival datestamp. {Burrus, Hart, Harmers NY (5 June 1975), Gallagher, 
‘Britannia’}

BAR3090  
9 May 1863

Cover to Ashbourne, England franked with a 1s black (SG12a) cancelled by 
an indistinct mark and showing a light ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp. {Charlton 
Henry, Dale Lichtenstein}

BAR3100  
19 May 1863

Entire to Demerara, bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
cancelled ‘1’ and with ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp alongside, 
arrival cds on reverse. {Spink (12 July 2006)}

BAR3110  
25 May 1863

Cover to England showing the soldier’s concessionary rate franked with 
a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23/24) and showing a ‘BARBADOES’ 
double arc datestamp as well as a red ‘LONDON PAID’ mark. {Harmers  
(1 May 1984), Hackmey}

BAR3120  
25 May 1863

Cover to Bristol, England franked with 1s black (SG12a) cancelled by a ‘1’ 
bootheel mark and showing a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp and a 
‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp in red.

BAR3130  
3 June 1863

Cover to Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
tied by a bootheel ‘1’ rated at ‘4’ and showing a small Barbados ‘1’ cds. 
{Brassler, Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR3140  
3 July 1863

Printed ‘BARBADOS PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Trinidad bearing 
a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23/24) clearly tied by ‘1’ bootheel 
cancellation, showing red crayon ‘1’ as well as a despatch datestamp with 
an arrival double arc backstamp. {Bayley, Gallagher, ‘Britannia’, Schuyler 
Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR3150  
18 July 1863

Cover to Fabien in Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23/24) tied by a bootheel ‘1’, rated at ‘1’ in red crayon and showing a 
Barbados ‘1’ cds alongside.
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BAR3160 
August 1863

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Alexander Campbell & Co. in Trinidad 
franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG 24) tied by a bootheel 
‘1’.

BAR3170  
18 September 1863

Printed ‘PRICES CURRENT’ to Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23/24) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ with a despatch cds alongside.

BAR3180  
3 October 1863

Printed ‘PRICES CURRENT’ to Trinidad franked with a pin-perf. 14 (1d) pale 
blue (SG14) clearly tied and showing red crayon ‘1’ and despatch datestamp 
and, on reverse, arrival double arc backstamp. {Urwick, Messenger, Bayley, 
Spink (7 December 2005), Spink (10 July 2019)}

BAR3190  
9 November 1863

Miniature cover to Ashbourne, UK franked with a 1s black (SG12a) tied 
by an indistinct bootheel mark and showing despatch, transit and arrival 
datestamps.{Sheppard, London Stamp Exchange (1 November 2001)}

BAR3200  
1 December 1863

Large piece of newspaper (destination unclear) bearing a clean-cut perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue bisected diagonally as ½d (SG19a) tied by ‘5’ bootheel 
cancellation and showing Barbados ‘4’ datestamp of St. George. {Charlton 
Henry, Freeland}

BAR3210  
10 December 1863

Local cover to Christchurch franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23/24) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ and showing a Barbados cds alongside.
{Shenfield, Western (5 December 1987)}

BAR3220  
10 December 1863

Cover to London franked with a 1s brown-black (SG12) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel 
(one of the earliest known) and showing a Barbados cds with a very faint 
‘PAID AT BARBADOES’ Crowned Circle in red. {Hurlock, Lickfold, Hart}

BAR3230  
9 January 1864

Cover to MacFarlane in St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d  
rose-red (SG29) tied by a bootheel ‘1’, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon, showing a 
Barbados ‘1’ circular datestamp and a double arc St. Lucia receiving datestamp.
{Challis}

BAR3240  
25 January 1864

Cover to London franked with a 1s black (SG12a) tied by a messy ‘1’ 
bootheel cancel and showing a Barbados cds as well as a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
handstamp in red. {Gibbons (22 May 1975), Robson Lowe (12 June 1979), 
Cavendish (9 December 1995)}

BAR3250  
14 March 1864

Local cover from Bridgetown to St. Michael franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ bootheel mark and showing a Barbados 
‘1’ cds.

BAR3260  
19 March 1864

Cover to Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) tied 
by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and showing a single circle despatch datestamp as well 
as a Trinidad double arc arrival datestamp.

BAR3267  
26 April 1864

Long cover to London franked with an imperf. 1s black (SG12a) tied by a 
‘1’ bootheel handstamp and showing alongside a Barbados single ring cds 
as well as a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp and endorsed in manuscript ‘per 
mail’.

BAR3270  
4 May 1864

Folded letter to Trinidad franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red 
(SG29) tied by bootheel mark, rated ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a neat 
‘BARBADOES’ double arc cds. {Gallagher}

BAR3280  
25 May 1864

‘PRINTED MATTER ONLY’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with 
a  rough perf. 14 to 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a bootheel mark and a 
Barbados cds. {Harmers (14 December 2004)}
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BAR3290  
25 June 1864

‘PRINTED MATTER ONLY’ wrapper to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked 
with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancel 
showing a Barbados cds. {Gallagher}

BAR3291  
25 June 1864

Front to St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red (SG30) 
and tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, also showing a small Barbados cds and rated 
‘4’ in red crayon.

BAR3300  
11 July 1864

Cover to Canada franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red (SG30) 
and tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, also showing a small cds and a handstamp 
‘UNPAID 5’, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and endorsed in manuscript ‘Via “ 
HAVANA”’{Hurlock, Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR3310  
25 July 1864

Cover to MacFarlane in St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
orange-red (SG30) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and 
showing a small Barbados despatch datestamp.

BAR3320  
25 August 1864

‘PRINTED MATTER ONLY’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with 
a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and also 
showing a Barbados ‘1’ cds. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR3330  
25 August 1864

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR ONLY’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked 
with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark 
and also showing a Barbados ‘1’ cds and endorsed ‘Mail via Halifax’ in 
manuscript.

BAR3340  
26 August 1864

Cover to Bridgewater, N. S. bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) pale blue (SG24) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancel and showing a Barbados datestamp alongside as 
well as a ‘13½c’ circular due mark and rated at ‘4’. {Deakin}

BAR3350  
9 September 1864

Cover to Canada East franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red (SG29) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark with a Barbados cds and a ‘UNPAID 3’ handstamp 
with St. Thomas, Quebec and Montreal backstamps. {Hurlock, Phillips  
(26 April 2001)}

BAR3360 
9 September 1864

Entire to St. Kitts franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
tied by a bootheel ‘1’ cancel and showing a Barbados datestamp on the front. 
{Hill}

BAR3370  
10 October 1864

Printed matter rate cover from Bridgetown to Annapolis, Nova Scotia bearing 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) cancelled by bootheel ‘1’, endorsed by 
a ‘via Bermuda’ handstamp with despatch datestamp at left and a St. Thomas 
datestamp on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR3380  
10 October 1864

Entire to Philadelphia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, rated ‘4’ in red crayon, showing a Barbados cds as 
well as a circular framed ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp and endorsed ‘p. mail 
via Halifax’ in manuscript. {Wheeler, Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR3390  
10 October 1864

Entire to Ragged Is., Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 to 16 (1d) 
blue  (SG23) tied by a poor bootheel cancel, rated at ‘4’ and showing a 
Barbados cds as well as a ‘13½’ circular cancel the sum to be paid by the 
recipient. {Nathanson, Jaffé}
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BAR3400  
9 November 1864

Printed Matter rate cover to Annapolis bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ bootheel mark in black, rated at ‘1’ and showing an 
endorsment ‘Via Bermuda’, a circular Barbados cds of despatch at left; the 
reverse shows St. Thomas transit double arc datestamp. {Feldman (16  April 
1986), ‘Besançon’ I}

BAR3410  
9 November 1864

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR ONLY’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked 
with a rough perf. 14 to 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and 
a Barbados cds and rated at ‘1’ in red crayon.

BAR3420  
18 November 1864

Front and large part back to Demerara, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 1s  
brown-black (SG34), tied by ‘1’ in bootheel, showing red crayon ‘8’ and ‘11’, 
fine despatch datestamp with code ‘1’ and with Georgetown arrival datestamp 
on reverse. {Spink (11 July 2018)}

BAR3430  
19 November 1864

Cover to England franked with three copies of the rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancellations and inscribed ‘pr Steam Ship Hayti’  
and also showing a fine strike of the ‘BARBADOS/SHIP LETTER’ handstamp 
in black; receiving handstamps include a ‘PAID/LIVERPOOL/SHIP’ mark and 
a ‘LONDON PAID’ handstamp both in red. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Deakin}

BAR3435 
23 December 1864

Locally addressed cover franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) cancelled by a bootheel ‘1’ with a Barbados single ring datestamp 
alongside.

BAR3440  
9 January 1865

Cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel marks, 
rated at ‘4’, showing a ‘Cents/5’ mark to be paid on receipt and endorsed 
‘Mail Via Halifax’. {Challis}

BAR3450  
9 January 1865

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied 
by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and showing on front a Barbados cds as well as a 
‘LONDON PAID’ arrival datestamp in red.

BAR3460  
25 February 1865

Entire (underpaid) to Edinburgh franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
rose-red (SG29) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and  showing a ‘BARBADOS’ 
datestamp alongside and also a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Spink 
(6 April 2006), Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR3470  
11 March 1865

Firm’s printed envelope to New York bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23/24) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) tied by bootheel ‘1’ numeral 
cancels, endorsed ‘Via Colon’. {Spink (6 April 2006)}

BAR3480  
11 March 1865

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ to Nova Scotia bearing  rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue  (SG23) tied by bootheel ‘1’, showing red crayon ‘1’, despatch cds 
and, on reverse, St. Thomas and arrival datestamps. {Nathanson, Spink (7 
December 2005)}

BAR3490  
5 June 1865

Local cover from St. James to St. Lucy franked with a (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) franked with a bootheel ‘7’ and also showing a small ‘7’ cds. {Spink  
(28 October 2021)}

BAR3500  
9 June 1865

Combination cover to Puerto Rico franked with rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) cancelled with both a bootheel ‘1’ 
and a Barbados cds. The cover also displays a Spanish West Indies ‘1 Real’ 
Plata Isabella of 1864, this is cancelled by an octagonal ‘S. THOMAS’ mark.
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BAR3510  
10 July 1865

Cover to London franked with a pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) 
tied by ‘1’ bootheel with Barbados despatch cds and a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp alongside. {Grosvenor (23 May 2011)}

BAR3520  
26 July 1865

Cover to New Brunswick, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) 
and (4d) dull brown-red (SG26) both cancelled by bootheel ‘1’, showing 
manuscript ‘5’, red crayon ‘4’, a despatch datestamp, straight-line ‘MORE 
TO PAY’ and, on reverse, St. Thomas and arrival datestamps. {Collinson, 
Hackmey, Wood, Harmers (24 October 1991), Jaffé}

BAR3530  
9 August 1865

Entire to Philadelphia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) 
and a (4d) dull brown-red (SG26) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancels, red at ‘4’ in 
red crayon and showing a Barbados ‘1’ cds as well as a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ 
handstamp. {Hart, Harmers NY (15 April 1982), Schneider, Siegel  
(18 June 2019)}

BAR3540  
23 August 1865

Entire to Bermuda franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by 
a ‘1’ bootheel cancel and showing a Barbados despatch datestamp alongside, 
rated initially at ‘4’ to cover the sea transit and then overwritten ‘5’ with the 
additional 1d going to the Bermuda Post Office; also endorsed ‘p. mail via  
St. Thomas’ in manuscript.

BAR3550  
10 October 1865

Double rate entire to Ragged Is., Nova Scotia franked with two rough perf. 
14 – 6 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by bootheel cancellations and a Barbados cds, 
rated at ‘8’ and also displaying ‘27c’ in manuscript, the amount to be paid by 
the recipient. {Jaffé}

BAR3551 
10 October 1865

Entire to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black (SG34) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel with a Barbados single ring datestamp alongside and a 
red ‘LONDON PAID’ arrival datestamp. {Nethersole}

BAR3557 
25 October 1865

Entire to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied by 
a ‘1’ bootheel with a Barbados single ring cds alongside and also showing a 
‘LONDON PAID’ receiving datestamp in red. {Nethersole}

BAR3560  
3 November 1865

Folded letter sheet to Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-
black (SG34) tied by ‘1’ bootheel handstamp, double rated with a red crayon 
‘8’, a ‘BARBADOS/NO 3/65’ cds and a ‘TRINIDAD/NO 6/1865’ double arc 
datestamp on front. {Benwell, Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR3570 
7 November 1865

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black (SG34)
tied by a bootheel ‘1’ obliterator in black, also showing a single ring Barbados 
despatch datestamp at left as well as a ‘LONDON/PAID’ arrival in red. 
{‘Orange Blossom’, ‘Besançon’ I)

BAR3580  
9 November 1865

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black (SG34)  
tied by ‘1’ bootheel with Barbados despatch cds and a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp alongside. {Marshall, Benwell, Hackmey, Grosvenor (24 September 
2014)}

BAR3590  
25 November 1865

Double rate entire to London bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black 
(SG34) tied by ‘1’ bootheel mark, showing despatch and a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
arrival datestamp in red. {Wheeler, ‘Britannia’}

BAR3600  
19 January 1866

Rather fragile double rate entire to Trinidad bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
dull orange-vermilion pair (SG30) both tied by bootheel ‘1’ numeral cancels. 
{Charlton Henry, Freeland}
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BAR3610  
25 March 1866

Entire to Edinburgh bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black (SG34) 
cancelled by bootheel ‘1’ showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp on face 
with despatch and arrival backstamps. {Bayley, Freeland}

BAR3620  
9 April 1866

Cover from St. Peter to Ashbourne, England, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 1s 
black (SG35) clearly cancelled by bootheel ‘10’ and with red ‘LONDON 
PAID’ datestamp on face, the reverse with ‘10’, Barbados and Ashbourne 
datestamps. {Spink (20 May 2015)}

BAR3630  
10 May 1866

Cover from St. Peter to Ashbourne, England, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 1s 
black (SG35) clearly cancelled by bootheel ‘10’ and with red ‘LONDON 
PAID’ datestamp on face. Despatch, transit and arrival datestamps appear on 
the reverse.

BAR3640  
25 May 1866

Consignee’s cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) tied with a bootheel ‘1’ and showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp 
and endorsed ‘Consignees per Judith’ in manuscript.

BAR3650  
3 August 1866

Cover from Bridgetown to ‘Windsor Forest, West Coast’, British Guiana  
bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red (SG30) clearly cancelled with 
bootheel ‘1’, rated ‘4’ and showing despatch and Georgetown datestamps on 
reverse. {Freeland}

BAR3660  
18 August 1866

Entire to Trinidad franked with a 6d orange-red (SG30) tied by a faint ‘1’ 
bootheel mark. {Spink (5 May 2021), Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR3670  
25 August 1866

Entire to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black (SG34) 
neatly tied by bootheel ‘1’, showing ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp on face and 
despatch cds on reverse. {Spink (6 July 2005)}

BAR3680  
28 August 1866

Cover to Denbigh, North Wales franked with a 6d orange-red (SG30) and tied 
by a ‘1’ obliterator and showing a light receiving double arc mark of Denbigh. 

BAR3690  
2 September 1866

Cover to Trinidad bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red (SG30) tied by 
‘1’ obliterator, rated at ‘4’ in very light red crayon and endorsed ‘per mail’ 
in manuscript; also showing Barbados departure datestamp on reverse with 
Trinidad receiver of 4 September. {Gärtner (3 February 2019)}

BAR3700  
8 September 1866

Entire to Port Medway, Nova Scotia franked with an imperf (1d) blue (SG9/10) 
(a very late usage) tied with a bootheel ‘1’ and showing a handstruck ‘13½’ 
mark in a circle and rated at ‘4’ in black ink. {Deakin}

BAR3710  
9 September 1866

Printed ‘PRICES CURRENT’ cover to Halifax, Nova Scotia, franked by a rough 
perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by bootheel ‘1’ obliterator with despatch 
and St. Thomas transit backstamps. {Grosvenor (23 September 2015)}

BAR3720  
9 September 1866

Cover to New Brunswick franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red 
(SG30) tied by ‘1’ bootheel mark with a ‘MORE TO PAY’ handstamp and 
transit and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Sheppard, Hackmey, Victoria (27 
January 2001)}

BAR3730  
10 October 1866

Cover to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked with a rough perf. 14 to 16 1s black 
(SG35) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and also showing a red ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp in red. {Cavendish (9 December 1995)}

BAR3740  
25 October 1866

Cover to Baltimore franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
and a 6d orange-red (SG30) tied by ‘1’ obliterators and rated at ‘4’ in red  
crayon and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ mark in black also showing a  
St. Thomas transit backstamp and a Baltimore arrival mark. {Hackmey}
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BAR3750  
4 November 1866

Wrapper to Demerara franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-red 
(SG30) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and also showing a Barbados datestamp 
alongside; arrival datestamp on reverse. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Bayley, Spink 
(5 May 2021), Spink (28 October 2021)}

BAR3760  
4 November 1866

Cover to Demerara franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancel and rated at ‘1’.

BAR3770  
24 November 1866

Double rate advertising entire to London franked with a pair of 1s black 
(SG35) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancellations and showing a red ‘LONDON 
PAID’ arrival datestamp. {Lugdunum (April 2004)}

BAR3780  
27 December 1866

Cover to Barranquilla, Columbia franked with a strip of 4 and a single 
rough perf. 14 to 16 (1d) blue (SG23) all cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel marks, 
rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a Columbian blue ‘1’ due on arrival; 
backstamps of Barbados and St. Thomas on reverse. {Robson Lowe (7 May 
1947), Burrus}

BAR3790  
1867

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a rough 
perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark. {Brassler, 
Deakin}

BAR3800  
8 January 1867

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ to Prince Edward Island bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23) cancelled by a bootheel ‘1’ and showing a manuscript 
endorsement ‘Per “Brazil Mail” via St. Thomas and Halifax’. {Deakin}

BAR3810  
8 January 1867

Entire to Halifax, Nova Scotia bearing (1d) blue (SG23/24) tied by ‘1’ bootheel 
mark, rated ‘4’, showing ‘CTS/10’ handstamp alongside and, on reverse, 
despatch, St. Thomas and arrival datestamps. {Marshall, ‘Britannia’, Schuyler 
Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR3820  
February 1867

Large part entire from Bridgetown to Dominica bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
orange-red (SG30) cancelled with clear bootheel ‘1’, rated ‘4’ in red crayon 
and the reverse showing part despatch and arrival datestamps. {Freeland}

BAR3830  
10 April 1867

Entire to New Brunswick franked with a strip of five rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d)  
deep blue (SG24) all tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing a ‘MORE TO 
PAY’ and ‘5/CENTS’ black handstruck marks; also a manuscript ‘4’ in red 
crayon appears on front. {Hurlock, Deakin}

BAR3840  
25 April 1867

Cover to New Brunswick, Canada franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep 
blue (SG23/24) and a (4d) dull brown-red (SG26) tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks 
and showing a ‘MORE TO PAY’ handstamp in black as well as a ‘5 CENTS’ 
postage due mark; transit and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Charlton Henry, 
Hart, Wood, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR3850  
26 April 1867

Consignee’s cover from London bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) paying the inland rate the stamp cancelled by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and 
endorsed ‘per Islander’ and also showing a Barbados single ring cds.

BAR3860  
25 May 1867

Prices Current wrapper to Newfoundland franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark; the 1d paying the newspaper 
rate. {Brassler, Harmers (21 October 1992), Cherrystone (2 February 2021)}

BAR3870  
7 June 1867

Cover to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-
black (SG34) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancel and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp in red. {Spink (5 May 2021)}
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BAR3880  
9 June 1867

Double rate entire from Bridgetown to St. John, New Brunswick bearing 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) dull brown-red (SG26) and 6d orange-red (SG30) 
both cancelled with bootheel ‘1’ and showing ‘More-to-Pay’ handstamp at 
foot, rated ‘8’ and ‘10’ and the reverse with despatch, St. Thomas and arrival 
datestamps. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Benwell, Hackmey, Freeland}

BAR3890  
10 June 1867

Cover to Stoke Newington, London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s 
brown-black (SG34) tied by an indistinct bootheel cancel and showing a 
‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Hart, Western (24 June 1978), Robson 
Lowe (15 December 1987)}

BAR3900  
26 June 1867

Wrapper (strengthened) to London franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG35) tied by bootheel ‘1’ and red July 15 paid arrival datestamp below and 
despatch backstamp. {Grosvenor (23 September 2015)}

BAR3910  
26 June 1867

Printed ‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked 
with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ with a printed 
endorsement ‘Per Mail, via Halifax, N.S.’ and a transit St. Thomas backstamp.

BAR3920  
26 June 1867

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark; the 1d 
paying the newspaper rate. {Bayley}

BAR3930  
25 July 1867

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, the 1d 
paying the newspaper rate and showing a Barbados cds and a Forwarding 
Agent’s oval cachet. {Bayley}

BAR3940  
9 August 1867

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, the 
1d paying the newspaper rate; the cover is endorsed ‘via Havana’ but has a  
St. Thomas backstamp.

BAR3950  
24 August 1867

Cover to Baltimore, USA franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23/24) and a 4d dull brown-red (SG26) tied by ‘1’ bootheels with 
Barbados despatch datestamp, overstamped by a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ and 
rated at ‘4’ in red crayon. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Spink (15 October 1998), 
Grosvenor (24 September 2014), Freeland}

BAR3960  
8 September 1867

Cover to Port Medway, Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) tied by a bootheel ‘1’, rated at ‘4’ in black and showing a ‘13½’ 
black tax mark to be paid by the recipient.

BAR3970  
7 October 1867

Local cover to St. Philip franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) 
tied by a bootheel ‘1’ and showing, as well as a despatch datestamp, a  
‘TOO - LATE’ handstamp. {Harmers (12 April 1984), Hackmey, Wood}

BAR3980  
26 October 1867

Cover to Middlesex, England franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep 
blue (SG24) and a 1s brown-black (SG34) cancelled by indistinct bootheel 
obliterators (not tied) and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red and 
endorsed ‘per R M  Steamer’. {Wheeler, Challis}

BAR3990  
9 November 1867

Cover to Ashbourne, England franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-
black (SG34/35) cancelled with clear bootheel ‘10’ and additionally tied 
by a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp, the reverse with ‘10’ and ‘1’ parish 
datestamps, and arrival datestamp. {Freeland}
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BAR4000  
1 December 1867

Small mourning soldier’s envelope to Nottingham bearing a rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) cancelled by bootheel ‘1’, showing red crayon ‘1’, 
a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red and, on reverse, despatch and arrival 
datestamps. {Shilstone, Jaffé}

BAR4010  
24 January 1868

Mourning envelope to Ontario, Canada bearing two (1d) blue (SG23)and a 
pair of (4d) dull brown-red (SG26) all tied by ‘1’ bootheels and endorsed 
`via Bermuda’. {Bayley}

BAR4020  
10 February 1868

Cover to New York bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) and a 
(4d) dull rose-red (SG25), tied by bootheel ‘1’ obliterators, endorsed at top  
‘Via Havana’, circular framed ‘STEAMSHIP/10’, rated at ‘4’ with Barbados 
and St. Thomas datestamps on the reverse. {Shenfield, Deakin}

BAR4030  
10 February 1868

Cover from St. Peter to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked with a 1s brown-
black (SG34) and tied by a bootheel ‘10’ and also showing a small ‘10’ cds 
and a red London receiving mark.

BAR4040  
26 February 1868

Packet cover to Andover, England with added 1d late fee franked with 
a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black (SG34) and a (1d) blue (SG23) both 
tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing a arrival ‘PAID’ datestamp on front. 
{Sheppard, Wheeler}

BAR4050  
26 February 1868

Cover to Dominica franked with a  rough perf. 14 – 16 6d rose-red (SG29) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and rated at ‘4’, the Inter-Antillean rate and 
showing a Dominica receiving cds on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR4060  
26 February 1868

Cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancel, light strike of ‘Printed Circular’ 
handstamp and endorsed ‘p “Mail” via Halifax’ ; rated ‘1’ in red crayon and 
the reverse with partial Barbados cds and St. Thomas transit cds. {Schuyler 
Rumsey (8 June 2020)}

BAR4061  
26 February 1868

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ wrapper to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancel and showing 
a single ringed cds alongside; reverse has a St Thomas transit cancel. {

BAR4070  
11 March 1868

Folded letter sheet to Stourbridge, England franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16  
1s black (SG35) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancel, ‘BARBADOS MR 11 68’ origin and 
red London entry datestamps and a receiving backstamp. {Schuyler Rumsey 
(2 June 2006)}

BAR4080  
11 March 1868

Cover to Liverpool franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied 
by ‘1’ bootheel cancel, a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red and, on reverse, 
an arrival datestamp and a small Barbados cds. {Empire Stamp Auctions  
(17 April 2020)}

BAR4090  
17 March 1868

Cover to Fabien in Trinidad bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-
vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and showing a small ‘1’ cds 
alongside as well as a double arc Trinidad receiving datestamp of 22 March. 
{Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR4100  
21 March 1868

Local cover addressed to St. Peter franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ in a bootheel mark, also showing, on reverse, a 
despatch cds and an arrival ‘10’ datestamp.
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BAR4110  
8 April 1868

Cover initially addressed to London but forwarded to Cambridge franked 
with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ with a light 
‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red; the reverse shows a small Barbados 
circular datestamp, a further bootheel and a Cambridge receiving mark.

BAR4120  
18 April 1868

Double rate cover to British Guiana franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG35) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ and rated ‘8’ in red crayon; a despatch and 
arrival datestamps appear on reverse.

BAR4130 
25 April 1868

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ cover to Nova Scotia bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel and showing a handstruck ‘1’ and 
a forwarding agent’s cachet. {Deakin}

BAR4140  
25 April 1868

Soldier’s mourning cover countersigned by the Commanding Officer to 
Nottingham franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by 
a ‘1’ bootheel cancel with a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red alongside and 
showing a single ring Barbados despatch cds as well as a Nottingham arrival 
datestamp.{Hart, Nathanson, Gibbons (11 September 1981), ‘Besançon’ II}

BAR4150  
25 April 1868

Entire to Stourbridge, Glostershire franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG35) cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel mark and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp in red.

BAR4160  
10 May 1868

Triple rate packet cover to Bath, England franked with rough perf. 14 – 16 
1s black (SG35) cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing a ‘LONDON 
PAID’ datestamp in red; a Bath arrival datestamp appears on reverse. {Bridger 
& Kaye (5 March 1984), Barclays, Hurlock}

BAR4170  
10 May 1868

Cover to Massachusetts, USA franked with a strip of five (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel marks and also showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ 
handstamp; transit and arrival datestamps appear on the reverse. {Sheppard, 
Hackmey, Wood, Harmers (24 October 1991)}

BAR4180  
2 June 1868

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancellation. 
{Feldman (16 November 1987), Jaffé, Spink (13 March 2008), Grosvenor  
(22 May 2008), Gärtner (22 November 2010)}.

BAR4190  
10 June 1868

Entire to New York franked with six copies of the (1d) deep blue (SG24) all 
rather messily tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancellers and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/10’ 
handstamp and endorsed ‘RMS PACKET’ in manuscript. {Lickfold, Hart, 
Harmers (20 April 1982)}

BAR4200  
10 June 1868

Cover to USA franked with a vertical pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) and a 6d bisected used as a 3d all tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks and also 
showing a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp with a St. Thomas cds on reverse.

Note: This is the only recorded bisected 6d stamp on cover.
BAR4210  

25 June 1868
Outer wrapper to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s brown-black 
(SG34) tied by ‘1’ bootheel and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red 
alongside. {Bayley, Longley, Grosvenor (27 November 2013)}

BAR4220  
25 June 1868

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, 
not tied and showing a Barbados ‘1’ cds and a LONDON PAID’ transit 
datestamp in red {Sheppard, Spink (14 October 1997)}
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BAR4230  
10 July 1868

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancellation. 
{Spink (14 June 2008), Grosvenor (23 May 2011), Spink (15 April 2013)}

BAR4240  
25 July 1868

Officer’s envelope to Kent ex-Poole correspondence bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 
6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled by bootheel ‘1’, countersigned 
by Poole as ‘Staff Surgeon major’ and, despatch and Chatham datestamps 
on reverse. {Gibbons (27 April 1988), Lugdunum (March 2004), Spink  
(22 January 2019)}

BAR4250  
8 August 1868

Printed Circular to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a (1d) blue (SG23) 
tied by a bootheel ‘1’ and showing a small Barbados ‘1’ cds. {Spink (5 May 
2021)}

BAR4260  
9 August 1868

Packet cover to London franked with a pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright 
orange-vermilion (SG31) both tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing, on 
reverse, a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamp as well as a ‘LONDON PAID’ 
datestamp in red. {Charlton Henry, Hart}

BAR4270  
5 September 1868

Small mourning envelope from Bridgetown to St. Lucy bearing a rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) cancelled by bootheel ‘1’ and showing, on reverse, 
despatch and arrival datestamps. {Brown, Bayley, Spink (29 January 2015)}

BAR4280  
25 September 1868

‘PRICES CURRENT’ wrapper to Jamaica franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ of Bridgetown. {Harmers (3 June 
1980), Deakin}

BAR4290  
10 October 1868

Entire to Barclay & McDowell Kingston, Jamaica bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel and showing various transit and 
arrival datestamps on reverse.

BAR4300  
9 November 1868

An officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence addressed to Kent, England 
franked with rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) and tied 
by a ‘1’ bootheel mark. {Benwell}

BAR4310  
10 December 1868

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel obliterator 
of Bridgetown. Barbados datestamp on reverse as well as a Chatham arrival 
datestamp. {Robson Lowe (21 July 1987), Deakin, Feldman (12 June 2018), 
Gibbons (6 October 2020)}

BAR4320  
23 January 1869

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel obliterator of 
Bridgetown. {Shilstone, Harmers (15 December 2004)}

BAR4322 
25 January 1869

Entire to Edinburgh franked with a pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) 
cancelled with 1’ bootheel; the reverse showing a Barbados despatch cds 
and an ‘Edinb. M’ arrival datestamp (the ‘M’ indicating mail sorted on train. 
{Nethersole}

BAR4330  
9 February 1869

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel obliterator 
of Bridgetown. Barbados datestamp on reverse as well as a Chatham arrival 
datestamp. {Robson Lowe (9 June 1987), Robson Lowe (18 July 1990)}
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BAR4331 
9 February 1869

Cover to the British Consul, New York a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) 
and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG28) tied by rather messy ‘1’ bootheels, rated at 
4’ in red and endorsed on ‘By US paquet (sic) from St. Thomas’ and a ‘NY 
STEAMSHIP’ arrival handstamp; despatch and St Thomas transit datestamps 
on reverse {Charlton Henry, Brassler, Hill}

BAR4340  
10 February 1869

Cover to Nova Scotia bearing a (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark 
and showing a ‘1’ small cds. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR4350  
17 February 1869

Entire to Trinidad franked with a vertical pair of the rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) plus a (4d) brown-red (SG26) both tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancels 
rated at ‘4’ in red crayon with despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse.
{Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR4360  
17 February 1869

Locally posted miniature cover from St. Thomas bearing a rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘8’ bootheel cancel and showing a ‘1’ small 
receiving cds on the flap.

BAR4370  
25 February 1869

‘PRINTED MATTER ONLY’ cover to Nova Scotia bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancel, rated at ‘1’ the printed matter 
rate and endorsed ‘p mail via Halifax’ in manuscript.

BAR4380  
26 February 1869

Double rate officer’s cover to Kent from the Poole correspondence franked 
with two rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) both tied by 
‘1’ bootheel marks. {Sheppard}

BAR4390  
9 April 1869

Cover to Notting Hill, London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG35) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark with a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red, 
and showing a Barbados ‘1’ cds on the reverse.

BAR4400  
19 April 1869

Cover to Canada franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel handstamp, transit marks of St. Thomas and Hamilton, 
Bermuda on reverse. {Brassler}

BAR4410  
23 April 1869

Cover to London franked with a pair of rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) 
tied with ‘1’ bootheel marks, London arrival datestamp on reverse.

BAR4420  
25 April 1869

Opened out cover to St. Helena inscribed ‘Officer Letter’ and countersigned 
by the Commanding Officer franked with four rough perf. 14 – 16 (½d) green 
(SG21), five (1d) deep blue (SG24), two (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) and one 
6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) affixed to the reverse, all tied by ‘1’ 
bootheel obliterators. {Davy, Deakin}

BAR4430  
10 May 1869

Cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) and (4d) dull vermilion (SG28) tied by ‘1’ bootheel mark and a  
‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp and endorsed ‘p American Steamer via  
St. Thomas’ in manuscript; transit and arrival markings on reverse. {Bayley, 
Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR4440  
10 May 1869

Blue cover from Bridgetown to Antigua bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright 
orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled with bootheel ‘1’ cancellation and showing 
despatch and arrival on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR4450  
10 May 1869

Cover from St. Peter to Ashbourne, England bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s 
black (SG35) tied by a ‘10’ bootheel mark, the reverse showing Derby transit 
and Ashbourne arrival datestamps. {Davy}

BAR4460  
26 May 1869

‘BARBADOS PRICES CURRENT’ to Nova Scotia bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and rated at ‘1’. {Robson Lowe 
(25 September 1975), Robson Lowe (25 September 1979), Bayley, Alford}
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BAR4470  
9 June 1869

Cover from Bridgetown to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s 
black (SG35) tied by bootheel ‘1’, showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in 
red and endorsed ‘p Mail’ in manuscript. {Cave}

BAR4480  
9 June 1869

Cover to London franked with  a rough perf. 14 – 16  1s black (SG35) tied 
by a ‘1’ bootheel obliterator with an indecipherable receiving mark in red.

BAR4490  
9 June 1869

Officer’s cover from the Poole correspondence franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancellation. 
{Grosvenor (19 November 2003), Spink (10 July 2019), Siegel (10 December 
2019)}

BAR4491  
9 June 1869

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied by a 
‘3’ bootheel mark of St Philip and showing a ‘TOO-LATE’ handstamp in black 
as well as a ‘LONDON PAID’ receiving datestamp in red.

BAR4500  
10 July 1869

Officer’s cover ex-Poole correspondence to Kent, bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(6d) bright orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled by a bootheel ‘1’ and showing, 
on reverse, despatch and arrival datestamps. {Cave, Nathanson, Jaffé}

BAR4510  
24 July 1869

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied by 
a ‘1’ bootheel mark with a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red, and showing a 
Barbados ‘1’ cds on the reverse.

BAR4520  
25 July 1869

Cover to Antigua, franked with a single rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange (SG33) 
tied by bootheel ‘1’ with despatch and 27 July arrival backstamp. {Nathanson, 
Grosvenor (23 September 2015)}

BAR4530  
26 July 1869

Cover to St. John, New Brunswick bearing a (1d) blue (SG23) and a (4d) 
dull brown-red (SG26) both cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel marks and rated at ‘4’ 
in red crayon and showing a Barbados despatch datestamp.

BAR4540  
August 1869

Officer’s concessionary envelope to Kent bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d  
bright orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled by a bootheel ‘1’ and endorsed 
‘Officer’s letter from W. W. W. Poole Staff Surgn. Major’ and countersigned. 
{Barclays}

BAR4550  
10 August 1869

Large envelope (220 x 95mm) envelope from St. Peter to Ashbourne, bearing a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black strip of four (SG35) each cancelled with bootheel 
‘10’ and with arrival datestamp below, despatch codes ‘10’ and ‘1’ datestamps 
on reverse. {Messenger, Spink (22 January 2019)}

BAR4560  
16 August 1869

Officer’s concessionary envelope ex-Poole correspondence to Kent bearing a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 6d  bright orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled by a bootheel 
‘1’. {Harmers (1 May 1984), Phillips (28 May 1987), Gallagher}

BAR4570  
25 August 1869

Officer’s concessionary envelope to Kent ex-Poole correspondence bearing 
rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled with bootheel 
‘1’ and with despatch and arrival backstamps. {Robson Lowe (21 July 1987), 
Freeland}

BAR4580  
8 September 1869

Cover to Exeter, England franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) 
and tied by an indistinct bootheel mark.{Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021), Spink 
(8 October 2021)}

BAR4590  
9 September 1869

Cover to London franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) cancelled 
with an indistinct bootheel cancel and a London receiving datestamp in red. 
{Robson Lowe (12 June 1979)}
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BAR4600  
16 October 1869

Local cover from St. Lucy to St. Peter franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) tied by a ‘11’ bootheel cancel.

BAR4610  
1 November 1869

Cover to St. Lucia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red (SG30) 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a Barbados 
despatch cds as well as a St. Lucia receiving datestamp. {Charlton Henry}

BAR4620  
6 November 1869

Cover to Bordeaux bearing two rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) dull vermilion (SG28), 
both neatly tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks, showing circular framed ‘PD’ and a 
‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp both in red; also a Calais entry datestamp and, on 
reverse, despatch and arrival datestamps. {Urwick, ‘Britannia’}

BAR4630  
10 November 1869

Pre-printed cover to St. John’s, Newfoundland franked with a rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel cancel with a single ring cds 
alongside; the cover also has a printed endorsement ‘Via Bermuda’.

BAR4640  
2 December 1869

Cover to Kent, England from the Poole correspondence franked with a 
rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31), tied by a ‘1’ bootheel 
handstamp, reverse showing a ‘BARBADOS/DE 2/69’ cds.{‘Olive Blossom’, 
Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR4650  
1870

Cover to St. Peter bearing a (1d) blue (SG24 or 44) cancelled with a bootheel 
‘1’, also showing a ‘TOO-LATE’ handstamp.

BAR4660  
24 January 1870

Double rate cover to New York franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) dull 
vermilion (SG28) and a 6d dull orange-vermilion (SG32) both cancelled by 
‘1’ bootheel marks, rated ‘8’ and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP/20’ handstamp, 
with a St. Thomas transit datestamp on reverse. {Burrus}

BAR4665 
10 January 1870

Cover to Ashbourne franked with ough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied by a 
‘10’ bootheel mark of St Peter.

BAR4670  
26 January 1870

Advertising cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) tied by a bootheel ‘1’; front also showing a despatch 
datestamp, rated at ‘4’ in blue crayon and a ‘12½ CTS’ handstamp applied on 
arrival. {Western (20 February 1988), Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR4680  
9 February 1870

Advertising envelope from Bridgetown to Annapolis, Nova Scotia, bearing 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) and (4d) lake-rose (SG27), both 
tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks, showing red crayon ‘4’ and, on reverse, despatch,  
St. Thomas, Halifax and arrival datestamps. {Caspary, ‘Britannia’}

BAR4690  
9 February 1870

Entire to Wilmington, North Carolina franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancels, 
endorsed ‘Per U.S. Packet from St. Thomas’ showing a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP’ 
cds and on reverse, a Barbados cds. {Dale Lichtenstein, Prappas, Siegel  
(18 June 2019), Soler y Llach (1 October 2019)}

BAR4700  
9 February 1870

Cover to Hereford, England bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) tied 
by ‘1’ bootheel and showing a single ring Barbados cds as well as a receiving 
cds of Hereford.

BAR4710  
25 February 1870

Double rate entire to London bearing two rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) 
both tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and a red ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp and 
showing despatch datestamp on reverse. {Cavendish (4 April 1987), Bayley, 
Brown, ‘Britannia’}
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BAR4720  
11 March 1870

Cover to Philadelphia, USA franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) tied by ‘1’ bootheel handstamps and 
showing a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP’ handstamp and endorsed ‘pr Steamer via St. 
Thomas’ in manuscript; transit and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Hurlock, 
Brassler, Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR4730  
25 March 1870*

Cover to Kent, England from the Poole correspondence bearing a rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d dull orange-vermilion (SG32) tied by ‘1’ bootheel. {Cave, Shilstone, 
Robson Lowe (12 June 1979), Gärtner (22 November 2010), Grosvenor  
(27 November 2013)}

BAR4740  
25 March 1870

Cover to Annapolis, Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG23) cancelled by an indistinct bootheel obliterator with a single ring 
Barbados cds alongside; also handstamped ‘PRINTED MATTER ONLY’ on the 
front. {Victoria (26 March 2011)}

BAR4750  
1 April 1870

Cover to Kent, England from the Poole correspondence, bearing two single 
wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange vermilion (SG50), tied by 
oval ‘1’ bootheel cancels and a ‘BARBADOS/AP 1/70’ cds and reverse with a 
receiving backstamp.{Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR4760  
9 April 1870

Packet cover to Philadelphia franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue 
(SG24) and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG28) both cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel 
marks and showing ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp with a single ring 
despatch cds on reverse. {Hurlock, Lickfold, Robson Lowe (15 December 
1987)}

BAR4770  
9 April 1870

Cover to Connecticut, USA bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
and (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) both cancelled with bootheel ‘1’, rated ‘4’ 
and, showing a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp towards foot, despatch and  
St. Thomas datestamps on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR4780  
25 April 1870

Cover to Halifax, Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue 
(SG23) and a (4d) lake-rose (SG27) both cancelled with  bootheel ‘1’; arrival 
and transit markings on reverse. {Hurlock, Jaffé, Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR4790  
26 April 1870

Cover from Bridgetown to Annapolis franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) cancelled with bootheel ‘1’, rated at ‘4’ and endorsed  
‘p mail via Halifax’ in manuscript and showing ‘TOO-LATE’ handstamp and 
‘CTS/12½’ charge handstamp collectable on arrival, the reverse with despatch, 
St. Thomas and Halifax datestamps. {Robson Lowe (12 June 1979), Bayley, 
Davis, Freeland}

BAR4800  
11 May 1870

Officer’s letter to England paying the full packet rate and franked by two rough 
perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) both tied by ‘1’ in bootheel 
cancels with a Barbados cds on flap; Poole correspondence.

BAR4810  
17 June 1870

Cover to Trinidad franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange (SG33), tied 
by a ‘1’ bootheel handstamp, a ‘BARBADOS/JU 17/70’ cds and a red crayon 
‘4’ rating, reverse showing a ‘TRINIDAD/JU 20/1870’ receiving postmark. 
{Burrus, Cavendish (4 April 1987), Marshall, Shuyler Rumsey (14 December 
2020)}
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BAR4820  
23 June 1870

Cover to Kent, England from the Poole correspondence franked with a pair 
of rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) both tied by ‘1’ 
bootheel cancels, reverse with ‘BARBADOS JU 23 70’ datestamp as well as 
red London entry and Chatham receiving backstamps. {Robson Lowe (9 June 
1987), Schuyler Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR4830  
25 June 1870

Soldier’s letter (53rd Barbados Regiment) to Haverford West, Wales franked 
with a rough perf. 14 to 16 (1d) blue (SG23) tied by an indistinct bootheel 
mark and a double arc datestamp. {Robson Lowe (27 March 1981), Robson 
Lowe (2 June 1994), Harmers (15 December 2004)}

BAR4840  
9 July 1870

Cover from the Poole correspondence to Kent, England franked with two 
rough perf. 14 – 16 6d dull orange-vermilion (SG32) tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks 
with Barbados despatch and Chatham receiving marks on reverse. {Wheeler, 
Hackmey, Spink (13 March 2008)}

BAR4850  
10 August 1870

Cover to Philadelphia franked with two (1d) deep blue (SG24), two (4d) dull 
rose-red (SG25) and a 6d bright orange-vermilion (SG31) all cancelled by 
‘1’ bootheel obliterators, endorsed ‘US Steamer from St. Thomas’; there are 
no transit or arrival markings. {Bayley}

BAR4860  
10 August 1870

Entire from Bridgetown to Windsor, North Carolina bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG23/24) and (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) both clearly cancelled 
with bootheel ‘1’, rated ‘4’, endorsed ‘p U.S. Mail from St. Thos’ and, ‘N.Y. 
STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp (with ‘AUG’ inverted), no arrival datestamps. 
{Western (31 March 2007), Bayley, Freeland}

BAR4870  
24 August 1870

Cover to Bath re-addressed to Bristol franked with a wmk. Large Star rough 
perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG47) cancelled with a ‘1’ bootheel mark (not tied) 
with various transit and arrival marks on reverse.

BAR4880  
9 September 1870

Cover to North Carolina, USA franked with a strip of four rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) and a single 6d orange (SG33) all tied by indistinct 
bootheel obliterators and also showing a circular ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/20’ 
handstamp, the front endorsed by ‘per mail US packet @ St. Thomas’;  
St. Thomas transit mark on reverse. {Bayley}

BAR4890  
26 September 1870

Re-directed single rate packet cover to England bearing a rough perf. 14 – 16 
1s black (SG35) and a GB 1d covering the inland rate, the Barbados adhesive 
tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and showing an arrival duplex on front and a single 
ring Barbados cds on reverse. {Wood, Western (16 May 1987), Robson Lowe 
(17 May 1988)}

BAR4900  
1 October 1870

‘PRICES CURRENT’ entire to Trinidad bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d bright 
orange-vermilion (SG31) cancelled by bootheel ‘1’ with despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse. {Charlton Henry, Sheppard, Spink (8 December 2015), 
Freeland}

BAR4910  
10 October 1870

Cover to Windsor, North Carolina franked with a (1d) blue (SG23) and 
a (4d) dull rose (SG25) both tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing a 
‘STEAMSHIP/20’ handstamp; the front of the cover has been treated to show 
an advertising slogan one the front. A Barbados double arc datestamp and 
a small St. Thomas circular datestamp appear on the reverse.{Western (31 
March 2007), Grosvenor (16 June 2021)}
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BAR4920  
November 1870

Entire to Windsor, North Carolina franked with a (1d) blue (SG23) and 
a (4d) dull rose (SG25) both tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing a  
‘N.Y./STEAMSHIP/10’ handstamp, endorsed ‘p. US mail Thos’ in manuscript.

BAR4930  
9 November 1870

Double rate cover to London franked with two perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG35) 
cancelled by a bootheel mark and showing a red arrival ‘PAID’ datestamp.
{Robson Lowe (9 February 1983), Jaffé}

BAR4931 
9 November 1870

Cover to Philadelphia franked by a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG28) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark, rated at ‘4’ in 
red crayon, with a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp and endorsed ‘p US mail 
from St. Thomas’ in manuscript; also showing a‘BARBADOES’ despatch 
double arc datestamp on reverse. {Nethersole}

BAR4940  
25 February 1871*

Entire to Toronto, bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG23/24) and (4d) 
dull vermilion (SG28), both tied by clear ‘1’ bootheel and showing, on reverse, 
despatch, St. Thomas and arrival datestamps. {‘Britannia’}

BAR4950  
2 March 1871

Local cover used within Bridgetown to the Albion Hotel, bearing wmk. Large 
Star rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG44) cancelled with a ‘1’ bootheel and a 
single ring datestamp on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR4960  
7 March 1871

Cover from St. Peter to St. Michael franked with a (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
tied by a bootheel ‘10’. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR4965 
April 1871

Cover to Pennsylvania with wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) dull 
vermilion (SG45) and a (1d) blue, both tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancels and 
showing a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp; endorsed ‘Due 10’ in pencil and 
showing a St. Thomas single ring transit datestamp on reverse.

BAR4970  
24 June 1871

Cover to London franked with a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG47) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in 
red. {Bayley, Spink (5 May 2021), Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR4980  
25 June 1871

Triple rated cover to Nevis franked with two wmk. Large Star rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d orange-vermilion (SG46) tied by ‘1’ bootheel killers, rated ‘8’ as 
a double rate only and backstamped with an arrival cds.

BAR4990  
1 July 1871

Folded cover to Tobago franked by a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
orange-vermilion (SG46) tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancel, rated ‘4’ in red crayon 
and showing despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse. {Gallagher}

BAR5000  
17 July 1871

Entire to Tobago franked with a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-
vermilion (SG46) cancelled with a ‘1’ bootheel mark and rated at ‘4’. {Spink 
(5 May 2021)}

BAR5010  
26 July 1871

Cover from St. Peter to Antigua franked with a strip of five rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) deep blue (SG24) all tied by ‘10’ bootheel marks with an Antigua arrival 
datestamp on flap. {Hurlock, Burrus, Bayley}

BAR5015  
26 July 1871

Printed cover from an insurance company to Dominica franked with a rough 
perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-vermilion (SG  ) tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark.

BAR5020  
26 July 1871

Double rate packet cover to London with a 4d late fee applied franked with two 
1s black (SG51) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG49) all cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel 
marks and also showing a Barbados despatch cds on reverse.

BAR5030  
9 August 1871

Cover to England bearing wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG51) 
tied by ‘1’ bootheel cancel with, on reverse, Ramsgate arrival cds. {Gärtner  
(10 September 2012), Gärtner (2 June 2014)}
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BAR5040  
3 November 1871

Cover to Demerara bearing two rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) deep blue (SG24) and 
a (4d) dull rose-red (SG25) both tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks, rated at ‘4’ in blue 
(deleted) and then another ‘4’, this time in red. {Hurlock, Wheeler, Deakin}

BAR5050  
25 November 1871

Entire to London bearing a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG47) cancelled by bootheel ‘1’ and showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp 
in red with despatch backstamps. {Freeland}

BAR5060  
10 January 1872

Entire to Toronto, Canada bearing a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) 
blue (SG44) and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG45) both tied by ‘1’ bootheel marks 
and rated at ‘4’. St. Thomas and Nova Scotia transit marks and an unclear 
Toronto arrival datestamp on reverse.

BAR5070  
29 January 1872

Packet rate cover to England bearing a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
1s black (SG51) for the packet fee and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG49) for the late 
fee both cancelled by ‘1’ bootheel marks and showing despatch and arrival 
datestamps on reverse.

BAR5080  
23 February 1872

Cover to Ramsgate, England franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 
14 – 16 1s black (SG51) tied by a double arc ‘BARBADOS’ datestamp with 
another alongside. {Hurlock, Challis, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR5090  
7 March 1872

Mourning cover to London franked with a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
1s black (SG47) tied by a circular datestamp with another alongside and a 
‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red on reverse.

BAR5100  
24 March 1872

Local cover to St. John bearing a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
(1d) blue (SG52) tied by a Barbados cds and showing a ‘TOO LATE’ handstamp; 
a St. John numeral cds applied on arrival on the reverse. {Victoria (26 March 
2011)}

BAR5110  
29 April 1872

Double rated cover to Ramsgate, Kent franked with two wmk. Small Star rough 
perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG51) tied by double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamps 
with another alongside; London transit and Ramsgate arrival datestamps on 
reverse. {Hurlock, Challis, Wood}

BAR5120  
11 May 1872

Entire to North Carolina, USA franked with a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG44) and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG45) both tied by double 
arc ‘BARBADOES’ mark and also showing a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp. 
{Hurlock, Wheeler, Deakin}

BAR5130  
29 May 1872

Cover to St. John’s, Antigua franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
6d orange-vermilion (SG50) tied by a small Barbados circular datestamp with 
another alongside and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon {Yardley, Brassler}

BAR5140  
12 June 1872

Cover to London franked with three copies of the (1d) deep blue (SG24) 
(SG48?) cancelled by Barbados datestamps and showing a ‘SHIP LETTER/
PAID/LONDON’ handstamp in red together with a red manuscript ‘1½’; 
endorsed in manuscript ‘Per Steamer Gamma’. {Deakin}

BAR5150  
12 June 1872

Local cover to Harmony Hall at St. Michael bearing a wmk. Small Star perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG48), tied by ‘BARBADOS/JU 12/72’ cds with a second 
strike alongside and a straight line ‘TOO LATE’ handstamp.{Shilstone, 
Sheppard, Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}
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BAR5160  
11 July 1872

Registered cover to London franked by a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
1s black (SG51) covering the packet rate to England and a (4d) dull rose-red 
(SG49) for the registration fee both cancelled by Barbados datestamps with 
another alongside, endorsed ‘Registered’ in manuscript and showing a London 
oval registered handstamp in red.

BAR5170  
11 July 1872

Cover to Stamford, Connecticut franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 
14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG48) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG49) cancelled by circular 
datestamps, rated ‘4’ in red crayon and showing a ‘N.Y STEAMSHIP/10’ cds 
in black.{Charlton Henry, Hart, Messenger, Hackmey, Wood}

BAR5180  
13 July 1872

Cover to Tobago franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-
vermilion (SG50) tied by a small Barbados circular datestamp with another 
alongside and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon. {Benwell, Hackmey, Sheppard, Hill}

BAR5190  
29 July 1872

Cover to Prince Edward Island franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG57) each cancelled 
by a cds and rated ‘4’ in red crayon; St. Thomas transit datestamp on reverse.

BAR5200  
2 August 1872

Cover to St. Peter’s franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
(1d) blue (SG48) tied by a ‘BARBADOS/AU 2/72’ cds with a second strike 
alongside and on reverse, {Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020), Grosvenor 
(16 June 2021)}

BAR5210  
28 August 1872

Cover to Portland, Maine franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) lake-rose 
(SG27) and a wmk. Large Star clean cut perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) 
each tied by Barbados circular datestamps in black, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon 
and a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ mark applied on entry. {‘Besançon’ I}

BAR5220  
10 September 1872

Cover from St. Lucy to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked by a wmk. Small Star 
rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black (SG51) tied by a ‘11’ bootheel mark; transit and 
arrival datestamps on reverse.

BAR5230  
11 October 1872

Mourning cover to London franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
1s black (SG51) tied by a Barbados cds with another alongside; the front also 
displays a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Wheeler, Bayley, Victoria  
(26 March 2011)}

BAR5240  
11 October 1872

Mixed franking cover to Philadelphia with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) 
dull rose-red (SG49) both tied by Barbados ‘1’ small datestamps, showing 
a ‘N.Y. STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp and endorsed in manuscript ‘by United 
States packet from St. Thomas’. {Robson Lowe NY (11 March 1992), Davis, 
Harmers (15 December 2004)}

BAR5250  
10 November 1872

Cover to North Carolina bearing a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) 
dull vermilion (SG45) and a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d) 
blue (SG52) both tied by Barbados circular datestamps, showing red crayon 
‘4’, ‘N.Y STEAMSHIP/10’ cds in black and, on reverse, St. Thomas transit 
datestamp. {Nathanson, Jaffé}

BAR5260  
11 December 1872

Cover to Philadelphia bearing a (1d) blue (SG52) and a (4d) dull rose-red 
(SG59) cancelled with a very blurred cds together with another alongside, 
endorsed ‘p steamer via St. Thomas’ and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP 10’ postage 
due mark.{Brassler, Spink (8 October 2021)}
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BAR5261 
11 December 1872

Cover to Windsor, North Carolina franked by a rough perf 14-16 6d vermilion/
orange-vermilion (SG46 or 50)  and a (4d) vermillion (SG45) both oblitereated 
by two strikes of the Barbados double arc datestamp and also showing a  ‘New 
York/Dec/20/20/US Notes’ accountancy marking in black; also endorsed by a 
pencil ‘United States packet via St. Thomas’.

BAR5270  
30 December 1872

Official cover, originally addressed to Santo Domingo but returned to Barbados 
then redirected to London franked with a wmk. Small Star compound perf. 11 
to 13 x 14½ to 15½ (4d) dull vermilion (SG57) cancelled by a Barbados ‘1’ 
cds and rated at ‘1/-’. {Urwick, Benwell}

BAR5280 
18 January 1873

Local mourning cover from St. Lucy to St. Peter (Speightstown) franked with 
a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d)  blue (SG52) cancelled by a 
‘11’ Barbados cds with another alongside.

BAR5290  
29 January 1873

A mourning cover to Antigua franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 
14 – 16 6d orange-vermilion (SG50) tied by a circular datestamp with another 
alongside. {Charlton Henry, Hart, Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR5300  
20 February 1873

Cover addressed to the Colonial Secretary in Tobago franked with a wmk. 
Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-vermilion (SG50) tied by a ‘1’ small 
Barbados cds and showing another adjacent. {Benwell, Sheppard}

BAR5310  
12 March 1873

Entire to London, bearing a wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s  
black (SG61) placed sideways and cancelled with code ‘1’ single ring 
datestamp with another strike alongside, arrival datestamp on reverse. {Spink 
(22 January 2019), Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR5320  
12 March 1873

Cover to Bishop Stortford, Essex, England franked by two copies of the wmk. 
Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-vermilion (SG50) tied by double arc 
‘BARBADOES’ datestamps; there are no transit or arrival markings.

BAR5330  
12 March 1873

Front to London paying the book post rate franked with a wmk. Small Star 
clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 6d orange-vermilion (SG53) tied by ‘1’ cds with 
another alongside. {Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR5340  
18 March 1873

Cover to Halifax, Nova Scotia bearing two wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) tied by Barbados cds and showing a ‘N.Y. 
STEAMSHIP/10’ datestamp.

BAR5350  
19 March 1873

Entire letter to the Colonial Secretary in Tobago, bearing a 6d orange-
vermilion (SG50) tied by ‘1’ cds with another strike alongside, showing 
red crayon ‘4’ and, on reverse across join, arrival double arc datestamp. 
{Lickfold}

BAR5360  
24 March 1873

Local cover to St. John bearing wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
(1d) blue (SG52) tied with Barbados datestamp with a second alongside,  
scarce ‘TOO LATE’ handstamp at left and arrival cds on reverse. {Pitts, 
Schuyler Rumsey (14 December 2020)}

BAR5370  
8 April 1873

Cover to New York franked with two wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) tied by Barbados cds with another alongside and 
‘N.Y STEAMSHIP/10’ cds in black. {Urwick}

BAR5380  
10 April 1873

Double rate cover to London, bearing a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ 1s black (SG54) pair tied by ‘1’ cds and showing a ‘LONDON 
PAID’ datestamp in red. {Burrus, Messenger, Wood, Wheeler, ‘Britannia’}
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BAR5390  
18 April 1873

Cover to British Guiana franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 
6d orange-vermilion (SG50) tied by a Barbados cds with another alongside.

BAR5400  
30 April 1873

Buff envelope to Curaçao bearing a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) cancelled by a small circular datestamp with 
another alongside.

BAR5410  
28 June 1873

Cover to London bearing a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s 
black (SG54) tied by a Barbados double arc datestamp with another faintly 
alongside, also showing a a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Spink (5 
May 2021), Spink (8 October 2021)}

BAR5414  
3 July 1873

Local cover from St James to St Joseph franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-
cut perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) tied by a ‘7’ bootheel handstamp and 
showing alongside single ring datestamps one with a ‘1’ and the other with a 
‘7’. {Urwick, Benwell, Wheeler}

BAR5420  
28 July 1873

Cover to Ireland showing soldier’s concessionary rate franked with wmk. Small 
Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) cancelled by an indistinct 
obliterator and showing a Barbados cds on front. {Gibbons (23 October 1980), 
Robson Lowe (9 May 1990)}

BAR5430  
29 July 1873

Cover to Liverpool franked with two wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ 6d orange-vermilion (SG53) both tied by ‘1’ cds.

BAR5440  
29 July 1873

Yellow cover to Prince Edward Island franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut  
perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and a perf. 11 – 13 x 14½ – 15½ (4d) dull 
vermilion (SG57) both cancelled with a Barbados cds rated ‘4’ in red crayon 
and showing a St. Thomas transit cds on reverse. {Gingold, Hurlock, Gibbons 
(16 March 1978), Spink (1 October 2004)}

BAR5450  
10 September 1873

Cover to North Carolina, USA bearing a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16  
6d orange-vermilion (SG50) and a perf. 11 – 13 x 14½ – 15½ (4d) dull vermilion 
(SG57), both cancelled by circular datestamps, showing red crayon ‘8’ and a 
New York transit datestamp. {Ainscough, Jaffé}

BAR5460  
10 September 1873

Entire to London franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
1s black (SG54) tied by a Barbados cds with another alongside; also on front 
is a  ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {London Stamp Exchange (October 
2002), Victoria (26 March 2011)}

BAR5470  
10 October 1873

Cover to North Carolina franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and a wmk. Large Star Clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
(4d) dull rose-red (SG59) tied by Barbados datestamps and showing a ‘NY 
STEAMSHIP’ cds; no backstamps. {Victoria (6 December 2008)}

BAR5480  
10 November 1873

Cover to London franked with three copies of the (4d) dull rose (SG59) tied 
by double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamps with another alongside and showing 
a London receiving datestamp as well as a London Missort quartered mark 
‘MSEA’ from London South-East District.

BAR5490  
11 December 1873

Cover to Windsor, North Carolina franked with a (1d) blue (SG52) and a (4d) 
dull vermilion (SG57) both tied by a small cds and showing a ‘STEAMSHIP 10’  
postage due mark and endorsed ‘p “United States Packet” via St Thomas’ in 
manuscript. {Hart, Spink (8 October 2021)}
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BAR5500  
13 December 1873

Cover to Nova Scotia franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and a wmk. Small Star compound perf. 12½ x 
16 (4d) dull vermilion (SG57) cancelled by indistinct obliterators rated ‘4’ 
and endorsed ‘per US Packet, St. Thomas’ and ‘Via New York’ and showing a 
‘Due 7’ handstamp.

BAR5510  
22 December 1873

Local cover from St. Thomas to Bridgetown franked with a wmk. Small Star 
rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG48) tied by a ‘8’ bootheel cancellation.

BAR5515 
10 January 1874

Folded letter to Windsor, North Carolina with a rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
vermillion (SG 46 or 50) and (4d) rose-red (SG49), both tied by strikes of the  
‘BARBADOES’  double arc datestamp; also showing a ‘New York/Jan/22/Due 
20/US Currency’ accountancy marking in black.

BAR5520  
10 February 1874

Cover to North Carolina, USA franked with wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and a clean-cut perf. 11 to 13 x 14½ to 15½ (4d) 
dull vermilion (SG57) both tied by a ‘BARBADOS’ double arc datestamp with 
another alongside. {Snowden, Marshall, Wood, Sheppard, Hackmey, Hurlock, 
Lickfold}

BAR5530  
10 February 1874

Cover to London franked with  wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s 
black (SG61) tied by a Barbados cds with another alongside; also appearing 
on the front is a ‘LONDON PAID’ arrival datestamp in red. {Hart, Benwell}

BAR5537  
23 February 1874*

Cover to London bearing two wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 6d 
orange-vermilion (SG60) tied by Barbados cds with code ‘1’ inserted. This 
is paying the 1/- double packet rate.

BAR5540  
28 February 1874

Cover to London bearing a pair of 6d orange-vermilion (SG60) cancelled by 
indistinct obliterators and showing alongside a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc 
datestamp as well as a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Hart, Gallagher}

BAR5550  
1 March 1874

Cover to South Carolina via Canada bearing a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) and  a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) 
dull rose-red (SG49) both cancelled by double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamps 
with another alongside and a ‘N.Y DUE/10/US CURRENCY postage due 
handstamp, rated at ‘4’ in red crayon and also endorsed ‘per Mail, Halifax 
N.S’.

BAR5560  
29 March 1874

A complete copy of The West Indian newspaper bearing a wmk. Small Star  
clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) tied by a Barbados double arc 
datestamp with another alongside; originally sent to St. Kitts but forwarded 
to London and has a St. Christopher adhesive on the reverse. {Deakin, Spink  
(22 February 2016)}

BAR5570  
10 April 1874

Cover to St. Thomas franked with  a rough perf. 14 – 16 (1d)  deep blue 
(SG24) and a (4d) dull vermilion (SG28) both tied by ‘BARBADOES’ double 
arc datestamps rated ‘4’ in red crayon with an arrival datestamp on reverse. 
{Charlton Henry}

BAR5580  
10 April 1874

Cover to the Alexandria, Virginia, USA franked with a wmk. Small Star rough 
perf. 14 – 16 (1d) blue (SG48) and wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
(4d) dull rose-red (SG59) both cancelled by Barbados ‘1’ datestamps and also 
showing a ‘NEW YORK/DUE 10’ datestamp and endorsed ‘p. US Packet/St. 
Thomas’.
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BAR5590  
11 May 1874

Cover to London franked with two wmk. Large Star clean cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
6d orange-vermilion (SG53) tied by Barbados circular datestamps in black a 
‘LONDON/PAID’ arrival cds at left in red. {Gibbons (10 September 1981), 
‘Besançon’ I}

BAR5600  
16 May 1874

Local cover to St. Peter franked with a wmk. Large Star perf. 141d deep blue 
(SG66) and tied by a ‘1’ bootheel mark and also showing a small ‘1’ cds.

BAR5610  
16 May 1874

Local cover to St. Peter bearing a wmk. Large Star perf. 14 (1d) deep blue 
(SG66) tied by a bootheel ‘1’ with a despatch datestamp alongside. {Spink 
(28 October 2021)}

BAR5617  
29 May 1874

Cover to London franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s 
black (SG54) tied by a Barbados cds with another alongside and a ‘LONDON/
PAID’ arrival cds in red. {Brassler}

BAR5620  
5 June 1874

Local cover from St. John to St. Michael franked with a wmk. Large Star perf. 
14 1d deep blue (SG66) cancelled with a ‘5’ bootheel mark and also showing  
‘1’ Barbados cds.

BAR5630  
10 June 1874

Cover to England franked with a wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s 
black (SG54) tied by a Barbasdos cds with another strike alongside. {Schuyler 
Rumsey (2 June 2006)}

BAR5640  
29 June 1874

Cover to London bearing two wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s 
black (SG61) tied by a ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp in black and 
showing a ‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Marshall, Spink (10 July 
2019)}

BAR5641  
29 June 1874

Cover to Demerara franked with a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 6d 
orange-vermilion (SG50) tied by a single ring Barbados cds with another 
alongside and rated at ‘4’ in red crayon.

BAR5650  
10 September 1874

Cover to North Carolina, USA franked with a wmk. Small Star compound 
perf. 11 x 15 (4d) orange-vermilion (SG53) and a perf. 14 (1d) deep blue 
(SG66) cancelled by Barbados datestamps and showing ‘NEW YORK/
U.S.CURRENCY’ postage due datestamp.

BAR5660  
29 October 1874

Cover to Ashbourne, Derbyshire franked with a wmk. Large Star clean-cut 
perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s black (SG61) tied by a ‘10’ bootheel cancel of St. Peter, 
with despatch and arrival backstamps. {‘Olive Blossom’, London Stamp 
Exchange (1 November 2004)}

BAR5670  
10 November 1874

Cover to Windsor, North Carolina, USA franked with a wmk. Large Star 
perf. 14 1d deep blue (SG66) and a (4d) dull rose-red (SG59) cancelled by 
a small ‘1’ cds (not tied) and showing another alongside, rated at ‘4’ in red 
crayon and also bearing a ‘NEW YORK’ postage due datestamp and endorsed 
‘per U.S. Packet from Saint Thomas’.{Robson Lowe (2 April 1974), Robson 
Lowe (12 June 1979), Gibbons (23 October 1980)}

BAR5675 
11 December 1874

Folded business letter to Windsor, North Carolina with a pair of perf. 14 (1d) 
deep blue (SG66)and a pair of the perf. 14 (4d) dull rose red (SG 59), all 
stamps obliterated by strikes of the Barbados datestamp; also showing a ‘New 
York/Dec/22/Due 20/US Currency’ accountancy marking in black.
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BAR5680  
30 December 1874

Envelope, slit at one end and used as a wrapper and containing printed ‘THE 
BARBADOS PRICES CURRENT’ addressed to Holland bearing wmk. Large 
Star rough perf. 14 (1d) deep blue pair (SG66) affixed over edge of envelope 
and attached to contents, tied by Barbados cds, showing red crayon ‘2’ with 
Gronigen arrival datestamp on reverse. {Wheeler, Spink (23 February 2016)}

BAR5690  
10 January 1875

Large part front to Nova Scotia, bearing wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (4d) dull rose-red (SG59) and a 1d deep blue (SG66b) both tied 
by ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamp also showing a ‘CTS/10’ handstamp 
overstruck by handstruck ‘7’. {Spink (7 December 2015)}

BAR5700  
13 January 1875

Local cover addressed to Shubbery (?) franked with a wmk. Large Star perf. 
14 (1d) (SG66) cancelled by a single ring cds (not tied) and showing another 
alongside; no back markings. {‘Besançon’ II}

BAR5710  
22 February 1875

Wrapper to St. Peter franked with a wmk. Large Star perf. 14 1d deep blue 
(SG66) cancelled with a ‘1’ cds. The letter from London was carried within 
another cover thus escaping postage and the 1d covered the local rate.

BAR5720  
2 March 1875

‘PRINTED CIRCULAR’ wrapper to New Brunswick bearing wmk. Large 
Star perf. 14 1d deep blue (SG66) tied by Barbados cds with another strike 
alongside and marked ‘Mail via Bermuda & Halifax’. {Spink (7 December 
2015), Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR5730  
12 March 1875

Double rate packet cover to London bearing a pair of wmk. Large Star perf. 
14 – 16 1s black (SG47) cancelled by ‘BARBADOES’ double arc datestamps 
with a further one alongside and showing a‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. 
{Hurlock, ‘Olive Blossom’, Robson Lowe (23 March 1984), Hackmey}

BAR5740  
29 March 1875

‘PRICES CURRENT’ to Trinidad, bearing a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 
(1d) deep blue (SG66) tied by a Barbados cds with another strike alongside. 
{Robson Lowe (18 January 1978), Jaffé}

BAR5750  
6 April 1875

Local cover franked with a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 (1d) deep blue 
(SG66) tied by a ‘11’ bootheel strike of St. Lucy and a Barbados cds alongside, 
endorsed ‘postpaid 1d’ in manuscript.

BAR5760  
17 April 1875

Cover from Bridgetown to Demerara bearing rough perf. 14 – 16 6d orange-red  
(SG30) with indistinct bootheel cancellation, rated ‘4’ with despatch and 
arrival datestamps on reverse. {Freeland}

BAR5770  
29 April 1875

Cover to Paris, France franked with a wmk. Large Star rough perf. 14 (1d) 
deep blue (SG66) and a wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s black 
(SG61)  cancelled by indistinct marks and also showing a Barbados cds and a 
circular framed ‘PD’ mark in red; an arrival datestamp also appears on front. 
{Hackmey}

BAR5780  
29 April 1875

Cover to Weston-Super-Mare, England franked with wmk. Large Star clean-
cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 1s black (SG61) tied by a double arc ‘BARBADOES’ 
datestamp with an arrival backstamp. {Wheeler, Spink (5 May 2021)}

BAR5790  
1 May 1875

Double rate cover to Nova Scotia franked with a rough perf. 14 – 16 (4d) dull 
vermilion (SG28) and a wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 6d orange-
vermilion (SG60) cancelled by double arc ‘BARBADOES’ datestamps and 
rated at ‘8’.

BAR5800  
24 June 1875

Cover to Trinidad franked with a wmk. Large Star clean-cut perf. 14½ – 15½ 
6d orange-vermilion (SG60) cancelled by a Barbados ‘1’ cds and also showing 
a Trinidad double arc datestamp of 24 June. {Spink (8 October 2021)}
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BAR5810  
28 June 1875

Local cover to St. Philip franked with wmk. Small Star clean-cut perf. 
14½ – 15½ (1d) blue (SG52) tied by a Barbados cds with another alongside.

BAR5815 
10 July 1875

Entire to London franked by a wmk. Small Star rough perf. 14 – 16 1s black 
(SG51) cancelled by a bootheel ‘1’ and a  small Barbados cds with another 
alongside and also showing a‘LONDON PAID’ datestamp in red. {Nethersole}

BAR5820  
31 July 1876

Registered cover to Prince Edward Island, bearing a wmk. Small Star perf. 
14 3d brown-purple (SG63) vertical pair with wmk. Crown CC perf. 12½ 4d 
deep red (SG68)  and perf. 14 1d dull blue (SG73), all tied by bootheel duplex 
marks and showing St. Thomas, Halifax, Charlotte Town and ‘p.e.i.r.r.c & s/
east’ ‘ backstamps. {Urwick, Hurlock, Wheeler, Deakin, ‘Britannia’}


